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that had therefore been accomplish-- 1 listed, ready for draft into any ne- - the national bill, and the age is something
.
of real importance is tobe withdrawn from the treasury and was ready and in waiting withdrew
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survival of freedom in the world, it suddenly upon us. Let me, therecontracts in of the Indian problem.
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In which event, the British serve most efficiently our state and after three roll call, had been taken. $10,000 for work on
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CATO SELLS,
Kock, Rolland Pollar, Antonio Lv- - both for M on toy a, this state. Cora-ccr- o.
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DUTCH VILLAGE

RENE VIVIANI

CONGRESSPASSES

THREE KILLED AND HUNDRED
HOMES DAMAGED BY EXPLOSIVES OF AIRMEN.

BIG MAJORITY IN EACH BRANCH
FOR RAISING U. S. ARMY BY

FRANCE TO GET TROOPS

SOLDIERS

DR. VON HOLLWEG TO MAKE ANOTHER PEACE MOVE FRANCE

VOTE

ITALY GET $100,000,000.
Wr-t-

Western NewRiiapfr 1'iiion Nwh f,rv(ie.

were
3. llonibs
May
London,
dropped by an airplane Sunday nitclil
on Zlerlkzee, in th Dutch province ol
Zeeland, Bays a Heuter dispatch from
The Hague under Monday's date
Three persons were killed and much
material damage was done, the mes
sage states.
The Hague. The Telegrnaf of Am
Bterdain states that the bombs which
wore dropped on Zlerikzee did such
extensive damage that the village Is
in ruins, more than 100 houses being
smashed or damaged. A terrible panic
prevailed in the town, says the news
paper, Intensified by the play of Hit
Bcarchlights operated by the airmen
The Hague, Netherlands, May 3.
the f!er
Pr. von llethmann-Hollweg- ,
man imperial chancellor, will make
another peace offer In the Ilelchstati
today, according to an amiouncemenl
made by the Herliner Tageblalt.
London. The Peninsular and Orien
tal line steamship Ilallarat of 11,121
gross tons, which was used as a troop
ship, was sunk by a German subma
rlne. All the troops were saved.
Walkout of the munitions makers ir.
the Krupp factory at Kssen and othei
observances of the general strike
were features of the German celebra
tion of May day. Berlin claims thai
there was no disorder and maintains
a rigid censorship.
Activities on the western front are
less violent, although the French re
port heavy artillery duels and the re
pulBe of a German attack in their sec
tor of the battle. The British claim
the capture of more prisoners.
Heavy gunflring is reported on the
Russian front. From Rome comes
word of renewed activities on the
Austrian front.
A Hulgar attack on the Rrltlsh In
the eastern zone was repulsed, Lon
don says.
San Antonio, Tex. Army headquarters has received information said to
be unofficial, but authentic, that MaJ.
Gen. J. J. Pershing, commanding the
southern department, has been selected to command the American army to
be sent to France.
Amsterdam. The Weser Zeitung of
Bremen reports that Berlin Is filled
with rumors of a crisis in high govThe newspaper
ernment quarters.
says that demands are being made
that a strong man be placed at the
helm of state.
Washington. The amount of the
first loans to France and Italy, Secretary McAdoo announced will be
each.
U.S. Turns Over Two Ships to Allies.
Washington. The
liners, Portonla and Clara Mennig,
at New York, have been turned over
by the American government for use
One ship will
of the entente allies.
go to France and the other to Italy.
Hamburg-America-

VIVIANI

AND JOFFRE

CHEERED.

Historic Senate Chamber Scene of Unprecedented Demonstration.
The United States
Washington
Senate paid marked tribute to Vice
Premier Rene Vivianl, Marshal .loffre
and Admiral Chocheprat of the French
war commission.
Time and again the historic chamber, where demonstrations
always
were taboo, fairly shook with cheers
and hand clapping. Shouts of ".loffre;
Joffre!" brought the hero of the Marne
to his feet to respond In thunderous
voice:
"Vive leg Ktats lTnis!"
And again, in ringing tones, Vivianl
predicted a magnificent victory "for
democracy with the help of the glorious country in which you live."
One hundred years ago Gen. Lafayette visited the American Senate but
the records tell no such story as that
enacted here Tuesday.
From the time M. Vivianl, on the
arm of Senator Hitchcock, entered the
chamber, followed by Marshal Joffre,
accompanied by Senator LdXlge, the
applause was continuous and at times
deafening.
Cheyenne Man Shot by Holdups.
Cheyenne. Resisting two unmasked
holdup men who accosted him on a
down-towstreet, Thomas Maher, 37,
a laborer, was shot and mortally
wounded by one of the highwaymen.
The two assailants escaped.

'

BATTLE OF INTENSE FEROCITY
BEING FOUGHT OVER WIDE
FRONT IN FRANCE.

Rene Vivianl, former premier of
France, heads the French commission
to America to confer on methods of
prosecuting the war against Germany.

WASHINGTON

TRIBUTE

PAID BY FRENCH AND ENGLISH
ENVOYS AT MT. VERNON.

Impressive Ceremony Marks Burial of
Issues Which Arrayed Two Nations Against England,
Washington. The official representatives of the French and British governments paid an Impressive and
touching tribute Sunday to the memory of George Washington. While 200
American, British and French officials stood with bared heads before
the tomb of the great general and first
President of the republic at Mount
Vernon, Marshal Joffre entered the
edifice and deposited a bronze wreath
on the sarcophagus. A moment later
Mr. Balfour, the head of the British
war commission, laid a massive floral
piece of lilies and palms beside the
French wreath.
In this impressive manner was signalized the burial of issues which
more than a century ago arrayed
France and the United States against
Kngland and the alliance of the three
nations In a new common cause of
liberty.
The party was escorted to Mount
Vernon on the presidential yacht Mayflower. Representing the British government were Mr. Balfour, Lieut. Gen.
Bridges, Admiral de Chair, Lord
and other members of the war
commission of that country now in
Washington.
France was represented by Ambassador Jusserand, M. Vivianl, Marshal
Joffre, Admiral Chocheprat, Col.
Marquis de Chambrun and Capt.
de Terson, Gen. Joffre's aide.
On behalf of the United States the
entire membership of the cabinet,
senators and representatives, ranking
officers of the army anil navy, and
assistant secretaries attached to the
State, War and Navy departments,
took part in the ceremonies at the
tomb.
As the vessel neared Mount Vernon
a bugler on board sounded "taps" and
the Marine band played "The
Banner." The distinguished
guests on board stood with bared
heads just before the Mayflower came
to a stop.
The tomb hail been decorated with
Knglish and French colors, with the
Banner in the center.
Overhanging were quantities of wisteria, Knglish ivy and myrtle.
There was but a moment's pause,
and then M. Vivianl advanced to the
entrance of the tomb and paid a glowing tribute to the work of Gen. Washington and dwelt upon the service
rendered by him in the cause of
liberty.
Marshal Joffre then spoke a few
words of tribute to the dead Presi
dent. He was followed by Governor
Stuart of Virginia, who welcomed the
distinguished party to Mount Vernon.
Cun-liff-
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RAISED

CLAIM 1,600,000 TONS OF
SHIPPING DESTROYED PAST
TWO MONTHS.

THE HOUSE WAS 397 TO
24, AND 81 TO 8 IN THE
SENATE,
l'ni',n News Service.

Urges Senate to Fix Food Prices.
Washington. George W. Perkins of
New. York urged the Senate agriculture committee to press immediate action on the food situation. He recommended a minimum price to farmers
of $1.50 for wheat, $1 for corn, $6 for
beans and $1 for potatoes at the nearest point of delivery, and also the assurance to the farmer of labor and cooperation to permit distribution on a
larger scale. Mr. Perkins also denounced food speculators, and predicted more rioting In New York if some
action is not taken soon.
Avalanche Hits Train; Many Killed.
Davos, Switzerland (via Paris) An
avalanche has overwhelmed a train
running from Landguard to Davos,
many lives being lost.
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In a powerful attack

two-third- s

Berlin. The war office communicaFletcher, wife of tion Monday dealing with the fighting
Florida, is one of on the western front in France says:
for the presidency
"A careful estimate puts the losses
the American Rev- of the English Saturday at over 6,000
men, who fell in and before our positions, in addition to which over 1,000
and forty machine guns
SINKS U.S. SHIP prisoners
were brought in by us. Ten tanks
were destroyed."

TANKER

TORPEDOED

AND

MISSING.

TWENTY-SI-

and Seventeen Others Survive,
But Captain and Several of Crew
Have Not Been Heard From.

Mate

The American oil
London, May
tank steamer Vacuum has been sunk.
The captain and part of the crew.and
the naval lieutenant and nine American naval gunners are missing.
The ship was sunk by a German
submarine Saturday while she was on
The
her way to the United States.
chief mate and seventeen men, including three of the American navy gunners, have been saved.
The boat containing the master of
the ship and the remainder ot the
crew, together with the lieutenant and
the nine naval gunners, has never
been heard from.
The Vacuum, commanded by Capt.
S. S. Harris of New York, left that
city on March 30 for Birkenhead, England, carried a crew of thirty-fou- r
men of whom fifteen were American
citizens, including nine native born.
Since the war began she has made
frequent trips to Europe. She waB a
vessel of 2,551 tons gross, carried oil
in bulk and was 217 feet long and with
a
beam.
The Vacuum Oil Company received
this message from its agents abroad:
"Vacuum torpedoed 28th, 140
miles west of Barra. No. 1 lifeboat with captain and others
missing."
An additional
message said that
those in No. 2 lifeboat were saved,
including the chief officer; Simpson
and Williams, engineers;
Lindgren,
2.
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Bills to Prevent Food Hoarding.
The administration
Washington.
food bills were introduced in the
House by Chairman Lever of the agriculture committee. They do not cover
or control of the use of
grains for distilling liquors. The bills
introduced are designed to stimulate
production, prevent hoarding, make
for equitable distribution and suspend
the law prohibiting the mixing of
flour. They contain provisions to preand
vent conflict with the anti-truinterstate commerce laws.
price-fixin-

Judge Will Resign to Fight.
Santa Fe. Judge E. C. Abbott,
colonel of the New Mexico National
guard, announced he would resign as
judge of the First Judicial district
here immediately upon being mustered Into federal service. His successor will be appointed by the governor to serve until Jan. 1, 1919. Persons mentioned as possible successors are Ira L. Grimshaw, Reed
H. S. Bowman, E. R. Wright
and Frank W. Clancy.

Wheat Hits $3.14, Breaking Record.
30.
Speculative
April
Chicago,
wheat prices withered away Saturday
on the receipt of the announcement
that the government had acquired sufficient supplies for the present, including most of the 33,000,000 bushels
at Winnipeg. Before prices collapsed
Carranza Takes Oath of Office.
a bushel of wheat in Chicago for imNew Zealand for Draft.
Mexico City. Venustiano Carranza
mediate delivery commanded $3.14, a
All
took the oath of office as the first
Zealand.
New
the
Wellington,
constitutional
president of Mexico laborites who opposed conscription figure far in excess of anything atsince the assassination of Francisco have been defeated in the municipal tained even on a paper money basis
Madero on Feb. 23, 1913.
elections in New Zealand.
during the American Civil War.

Brazil Fears German Insurrection.
Rio Janeiro. Telegrams received
here from Parana confirm reports that
the Germans in southern Brazilian
states are concentrating in the state
of Santa Catharine. It is believed a
German Insurrection in the south Is
imminent.

Aliens Admit Bomb Plot.
New York. Confession was made
In court by Wolf Hirsch, arrested with
George Meyringer, both German, that
they were on their way to blow up
the offices of J. P. Morgan ft Co. with
bomb when intercepted by police.

German Republic Committee Named.
Official dispatches
Washington.
from Berne to the State Department
announce the appointment there of a
committee for propaganda in favor of
the establishment of a republican
in Germany,
form of government
headed by Dr. Roese Meyer, former
editor of the Morgen Post of Berlin.

Nivell
Replaced by Petaln.
Paris. Gen. Petaln, who won fame
in his heroic defense 'of Verdun, has
been named chief of staff at the ministry of war, succeeding Gen. Nivelle.

BODIES
DEPTHS OF

Paris, April 30. British troops In a
desperate attempt to turn the northline
ern wing of the Drocourt-Quean- t
have advanced on a front of nearly ten
miles and captured the village of
nine miles west of
Douai. Successive German counter-attacks- ,
made at heavy sacrifices, failed
to check the British.
Canadians captured
Arleux, two
line
miles from the Drocourt-Quean- t
and east of the Vlmy ridge.
Fierce encounters in which the baywere used freely,
onet and rifle-but- t
marked the fighting from east of the
Vimy ridge south across the scarpe to
Monchy le Preux.
Field Marshal Haig's men also
gained ground northeast of Gavrelle
between Gavrelle and Roeux and north
In addition to
of Monchy le Preux.
their heavy sacrifices In killed and
wounded, Germans lost 500 prisoners.
The capture of Arleux widens considerably the British salient in the
German positions directly east of
Douai, the objective of this fighting.
It threatens, too, the southern defenses of Lens as well as the village
of Drocourt.
Official German statement claims
1,600,000 tons of shipping sunk as the
result of the first two months of unrestricted submarine warfare. More
than 1,000,000 tons of this total British.

DENVER

VICTOR-AMERICA-

MINE.

120

LOST IN DISASTER

THREE BODIES MISSING
OUT OF 120 CAUGHT IN THE
HASTING8 HORROR.

and fire in

Dlaanter.

Explosion
Fuel Company Coal
2
at Hastings, near
Mine No.
Ludlow, twenty miles from Trlnl-daMine Is one of the biggest producers of the district. Its workings
are 3,600 feet almost straight in the

Victor-America- n

Loans for France and Italy.
Washington. President Wilson has
approved requests from France and
Italy for immediate financial aid, and
from $200,000,000 to $300,000,000 will
be lent them by the United States
within the next few days.

15.00

15.50

11.7512.76
9.0041 10.15
12.0013.M
MARKET,

Denver, Carload Price.)
Hay.
Buying Prices per Ton.
2i.o025.0O
Colorado upland
20.0023.00
Nebraska upland
2d Bottom, Colo, and Nebr.. 19.00(8 21.00
24. 00 26.00
Timothy
20.0O25.00
Alfalfa
24.00i26.00
South Park, choice
23.00
21.00
Gunnison Valley
7.00
6.00
Straw
(rnln.
Wheat, ch. mill, 100 lbs., buying. . .4.47
2.55
Oats, Nebr., 100 lbs., buying
2.55
Colo, oats, bulk, buying
3.06
Corn chop, sack, selling
3.08
in
sack,
Corn,
selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling ..2.00
Flour.
6.15
Hungarian Patent
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Dern-burg-

8.00

7.00

12.5013.50

Yearlings
I.ambs
Ewes
Shorn ewes
Shorn lambs

Hastings, Colo., Arpil 30. Virtually
all hope of saving any of the 120 men
entombed In the Hastings mine of the
Fuel Company here
Friday morning has been abandoned.
James Dalrymple, state coal mine
inspector, who came from the mine,
gave it as his opinion that there was
no one left alive in the mine. Rescue
men who have been in the mine expressed themselves similarly.
G. F. Bartlett, president of the company, however, declared the work of
rescue would go on until there is no
hope that any of the entombed men
are alive.
"In my opinion there was no fire In
the mine," Dalrymple said. In this
view be is joined by practically all
employers and rescue men here. As
to the cause of the disaster he said:
"We cannot tell until we reach the
initial point of the explosion. We are
working the north side of the air
course and coming back on the south,
searching every entry in which there
were men working."
Rescue men, old miners, and old residents in this section put the present
disaster down as the worst that ever
Washington. Guatemala has bro- occurred In the southern Colorado coal
Gerrelations
with
ken off diplomatic
fields. The same men united in shakmany; handed to the German ministieads and saying, "I don't
ter his passports and cancelled the ing theirwhen asked
about the cause
know,"
exequaturs of German consuls there. of the
explosion.
Official advices of the break, coming
from the American legation in GuateHastings, Colo., April 30. Three
mala City, say President Estrada Ca- men
Thomas Manvllle, mine worker;
brera assigned as the reason for his D. H.
Reese, mine Inspector, and Phil
act his desire to stand with the United
King, electrician may be alive In an
States in the fight for democracy and air
pocket 4,000 feet underground in
the preservation of International law.
the Hastings mine, wrecked by an explosion and swept by fire at 9 o'clock
$2,699,485,281 for Army and Navy.
Friday morning. But the theory is
Washington. Appropriations of
discounted for company officials.
to meet urgent deficiencies
Poisonous gases fill the passages
in the army and navy, or $760,855,687
less than was recommended by the which lead to the air pocket, and
War and Navy departments, are in- fighting through the deadly damp,
crews of rescue men are workcluded in a bill favorably reported tc
the House by the appropriations com- ing frantically In an effort to reach
the entombed miners.
mittee.
Here Is the basis for the belief that
Manville, Reese and King are still
Belgium to Get American .Loan.
bodies have been
Washington. In addition to loans alive: Twenty-onto France and Italy totaling between brought from the mine, and ninety-si$200,000,000 and $300,000,000, the Unit- others have been located by the heled States will soon make a loan to met men, who have explored practically every foot of the mine except the
Belgium.
main heading, 1,200 feet further than
the last cross entry. As 120 men were
Predicts Crop Failure in France.
Paris. Failure of France's crops is known to have been in the mine at the
forecast in preliminary reports of the time of the explosion, this leaves
investigation by the Department of three unaccounted for.
The coming harvest It
Agriculture.
expected to fall far below last year's Hastings Disaster Seventh Since 1910.
Denver. The accident at the HasAustrian Naval Officer Dies.
tings mine April 27th is the seventh
Amsterdam. The Berlin Vossische large accident in Colorado since
Zeitung announces the death of Vice 1910. In that year there were three
Admiral Kailer von Kaltenfels, chief accidents In which a total of 209
persons were killed. The first ocof the Austrian Navy Department.
curred February, 1910, at Priinero and
lives were lost. The secseventy-fivGrant's Grandson Enlists.
New York. Ulysses S. Grant IV en- ond October 8, 1910, and fifty-silisted as a private in the Seventh In- were killed. The third was November
fantry. He is a grandson of General 8, 1910, at Delagua in which seventy-eigh- t
lives were lost. The Delagua
Grant.
accident had the largest loss ot life
Earl of Suffolk Killed.
In any one accident in the history of
London. Henry
Molyneux Paget the state until the Hastings explosion.
Howard, nineteenth Earl of Suffolk On February 9, 1911, seventeen lives
and Berkshire, has been killed in were lost in an explosion at the Coke-dal- e
action.
mine. June 18, 1912, twelve lives
were lost at the same mine where the
Britain Gets $200,000,000 Loan.
On Deexplosion occurred Friday.
McAdoo cember 16,
Secretary
Washington.
lives
1913, thirty-sevehanded the British ambassador a were lost at the Fulcan mine at Newtreasury warrant for $200,000,000, the castle. Since then there have been
first loan made to any entente gov- no disasters in which lives were lost
ernment by the United States under to any
great number until last week.
the $7,000,000,000 war finance measure. It is likely most will be spent in
Juror Drops Dead.
this country for foodstuffs, munition!
Salt Lake City. Alexander Scott,
and supplies.
one of the jurors in the trial of HowPresident Takes Up Horseback Riding ard Deweese, on a charge of slaying
Washington. President Wilson has his wife, dropped dead of heart distaken up horseback riding for exercise ease as the jury was sitting down to
and recreation.
tinner at a local cafe.
Warns Against Delaying Reforms.
,
Amsterdam. Dr. Bernhard
formerly secretary of state for
the colonies, in a speech at Breslau,
warned the government, according to
the Tageblatt, not to wait too long
with reforms.

8.25

com-

Sheep.

WetherB

side ot the mountain.
l,ot. one hundred and nineteen
men are believed dead more than
3,600 feet from the entrance. A wall
of fire blocks rescuers.
C'auNe.
Sudden change in temperature, causing ignition of gas
and explosion followed by fire and
"black damp."
Rescue. State mine crews and infrom
spectors,
private experts
with
schools and government,
men
and
the
from
Hastings
picked
near-bmines fight the flames and
work toward the lost men.
Insurance Nearly $300,000 In insurance Is carried under the Colorado Workmen's Compensation Act
on the men lost.
Guard. The mine was considered
was frequently Indangerous and
guarded alike by
spected. It was
the company, state officials and
federal mine experts. A trained
rescue crew was maintained.
Probe. Attorney General Hubbard, with labor officials, left for
the scene to ascertain the cause.
"A riKid Investigation will be conducted," he said.

'

MARKETS.

good

FACTS IS HASTINGS HOHROH,

News Service.

Cattle.
Steers (pulp fed) good to
10.B0li.85
choice
Sters (pulp fed) fair to good 9.75 to 10.60
Steers (hay fed) good to
10,254 11.26
choice
ers (hay fed) fair to good 9.504)10.25
10.25
9.50
Heifers, prime
Cows (pulp fed) good to
10.00
8.25
choice
9.00
Cows (pulp fed) fair to good 8.25
9.50
8.60
Cows (hay fed) good
8.50
7.60
Cows (hay fed) fair
Cows, cauners and cutters. 5.60(1 7.00
11.004) 14.00
Veal calveB
8.60
6.75
Bulls
Feeders and stockers, good
10.00
8.00
to choice
Feeders and stockers, fair to
Feeders and stockers,
mon to fair
Huks.
Good hogs

"Farm and Arm I" New BattlCry.
Chicago. "Farm and Arm!" With
Theodore Roosevelt
this battle-crentered Chicago Saturday and in two
speeches urged that every energy of
the entire nation be directed toward
making the potential might of the
United States felt in the war against
Oermany, and he demanded that not
Refuses to Amend Army Bill.
Skinner Again Register at Montrose.
Forty British 8hips Sunk in Week.
vote
ot
170 to an hour be lost In dispatching troops
a
The President has
Will
Retire.
Washington.
Senator
By
.Washington.
of
The
statement
London.
Washington
weekly
to the trenches. His first speech was
Blacklist Rules Lifted on U. 8.
nominated Onlas C. Skinner to be reg106, the House refused to amend the
Washington. Senator William E, vessels sunk shows that forty British
made at a luncheon at noon; his secister of the land office at Montrose, Borah will retire from the Senate at vessels of more than 1,600 tons each
London. The British, blacklist of army bill so aa to permit Col. Rooseond at a mass meeting in the Immense
tor
force
volunteer
a
Colo. He has lust completed his first
to
raise
velt
so
tar
been
withdrawn,
or
has
were sent to the bottom by mines
shipping
tie end of his present term, he
amphitheatre at the Stockyards.
France.
term in that position.
aa it concerns the United States.
submarines.
Germans Use Siamese Twin Mines.
The Germans are
Copenhagen.
said to be employing along the British coast a new system of Siamese
Twin mines, resulting in a double explosion which is said to insure the instant destruction of any ship, no matter what her size.

MARKET

TAKEN Western Newspaper Union

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Duncan U.
Senator Fletcher of
the first candidates
of the Daughters of
olution.
Mrs.

FROM

E

Weatern Newspaper Union News Service.

war office report.
Another thrust by the French
northeast of Mont Haut resulted in a
of a mile. French
gain of
now virtually astride of the
road.

(i(J

TWENTY-ON-

ONLY

Paris, May

Brazil Will Remain Neutral.
Rio Janeiro. The Brazilian government issued a proclamation of neutralof
ity in respect to the war between the
General
Governor
Lublin.
Appointed
Amsterdam. A Warsaw telegram United States and Germany.
says that General Count Szaptyck,
Rear Admiral Ayers Dies.
hitherto commander of the Polish LeRear Admiral SamEarthquake in Italy Kills Many.
gion, has been appointed governor uelPhiladelphia.
London, April 28. Many persons are
Loring Percival Ayers, U. S. N., regeneral of Lublin. He succeeds Genfrom heart dis- reported to have been killed by an
eral Karl Kuk of the Austrian army. tired, died suddenly
earthquake In Tuscany and Umbria,
ease.
according to a Rome dispatch to the
Million Spent on Diplomats.
Pennsylvania Favors Wilson Plan. Exchange Telegraph Company. The
London. The cost of the British
Harrisburg, Pa. The Pennsylvania province of Umbria Is directly north
diplomatic service last year was over lower house passed a resolution de- of the province of Abruzzo Ultra II.,
1,000,000, according to a govern- claring for the principle of the selec- where 24,203 persons were killed by
an earthquake on Jan. 13, 1915.
tive service.
ment report Just issued.
Consider Food, Ships and Supplies.
of the
Importance
Washington.
United States sending ships, food and
other war supplies to European nations at war with Germany was emphasized again at a trade conference
between American and British officials at the British embassy.

HASTINGS MINE

GERMANS

In the Champagne region Monday the
French troops captured several fortified lines of trenches In the neighborhood of Mont Carnillet to a depth of
500 to 1,000 meters, according to the

8. to Issue Treasury Certificates.
Washington. The Federal Reserve
Board has recommended to Secretary
McAdoo that funds to be raised under the $7,000,000,000 war finance law
be obtained gradually by offering to
the banks of the country blocks of
treasury certificates to be retired
with bonds every two weeks. Indications are that Secretary McAdoo will
soon announce the offer of another
block of certificates. The proceeds carpenter; LoteB, quartermaster;
wireless operator; William
would be applied to the loans to be
made to France and Italy, which will
cook; Nicholas, Hilson and
of the naval gun crew.
total from $200,000,000 to $300,000,000.
U.

IS CAPTURED

60HELLE

IN

Selective conscripWashington.
tion will govern in the choice of
men to fight in the war against
Germany.
The House Saturday night voted for
conscription overriding the volunteer
recommendation of its military affairs
committee by a vote of :!13 to 109
The Senate passed the conscription
bill by a vote of 81 to 8.
The final vote on the House bill as
amended was 397 lo 21, after the volunteers had lost their struggle against
popular opinion and administration in
sistence.
As passed by the Senate the meas
ure provides for the draft of men between the ages of 21 and 27 years,
while in the House measure the age
limits are fixed at 21 and 40. This and
lesser discrepancies w(Jl be threshed
out in conference so that the bill may
be in the hands of the President as
quickly as possible. The War Department already has completed plans for
carrying It into effect.
After the Senate voted it recessed
for thirty minutes to await the bill
which passed the House, when it was
planned to substitute the Senate for
the House measure and then submit
the differences to conference.
voted
who
The eight senators
against the bill were: Democrats-Go- re,
Hard wick, Kirby, Thomas and
Tramell. Republicans Borah, Gronna
Senator Vardaman
and La Follette.
(Pern.), of Mississippi, was excused
from voting, at his own request. He
did not give a reason.
The twenty-fou- r
representatives who
Demovoted in the negative were:
crats Burnet, Church, Clark of Florida, Claypool, Grosser, Dill, Dominick,
Gordon, Hilliard, Huddleston, Keating,
Sears, Sherwood, Sisson. Republicans
Bacon, Hayes, King, La Follette,
Lundeen of Minnesota, Mason, Nolan
Randall.
and Powers. Prohibitionist
Socialist London.
Both Senate and House adopted
amendments just before the final roll
calls which would greatly increase the
pay of enlisted men during the war.
The House provision would make
their pay $30 a month, and that approved by the Senate would fix it at
The present pay Is $15.
$29 a month.

DRIVE ON ROEUX

LATE

QUOTATIONS

CONSCRIPTION.

PAY

EXPLOSION IN

ALLIES CENTER

WAR ARMY BILL

IS BOMBARDED

AND

MRS. DUNCAN U. FLETCHER

B.

O.

Dreaded Poultry.
(less 10 Commission.)
Turkeys, fancy dry picked ..28 0 30
22
toms
....20
Turkeys, old
18
17
Turkeys, choice
ifi 27
;...25
Hens, fancy
20
16
4
Ducks, young
16
20
Geese
16
14
Boosters
Live Poultry.
(Prices net F.O.B. Denver.)
24
23
Hens, fancy, lb
:
12
10
Roosters
24
10
over
or
lbs.
....22
Turkeys.
19
Ducks, young
,....17
15 4? 16
Geese
F.KKa.

graded No. 1 net, F, O.
Eggs,
B. Denver
graded No, 2 net, F. O.
Eggs,
B. Denver
case
count, misc. cases 8.75
Eggs,
less commission
Mutter.
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.
Creameries, 2d grade, lb. ...36
Process
Packing stock (net)
Apples,

Fruit.

Colo., fancy, box

..1.00

Vegetables.
Beets, cwt
Carrots, cwt
Cauliflower, lb
Onions, table, dos
Fotatoes, cwt
MISCELLANEOUS

3.50
1.60
10
5.00

"
26
9.00
39
37
36
30
3.00
4.00
2.00
.12
.25
6.75

MARKETS.

Metal Market Prleea,
New York. Lead, 9 94 c.

Copper Electrolytic, spot and second
nominal; later
quarter, 130. 00 31.00,
deliveries, $25.00 28.00.
Iron no, 1, Northern, $43.60 44.00;
No. 2, $48.00045.0; No. 1, Southern,
$39.40 40.00; No. 2. 39.0039.50.
Tin Spot, $58.2569.25.
Bar silver 74 c.
London.
Bar silver 37 516d per OS.
St. Louis. Spelter $9.15.
Boulder. Colo.
Tungsten concentrates, 60, $17.00 per unit. Crude ores,
$9.4212.00; 10, $8.70
25,
60,10.00$15.00;
per unit.
Provision Prleea.
Chicago Grain and Nos.
2 and 3 red
Wheat
Chicago.
nnd No. 2 hard, nominal; No. 3 hard,
$2.80.
No.
Corn No. 2 vellow, $1.581.60;
3 vellow, $1.67
1.60; No. 4 yellow,
$1.56. No. 3 white. 7014 71 c; standOats
ard, 70- 4 72c. 1.82.
Barley $1.26
$5,004 6.00.
Timothy $12,004.1
17.00.
Clover
Pork $38.22.
21.95.
Lard $21.908'
ltibs $20.30i 20.75.
Price of Suaar.
New York. Sugar Centrifugal, 6.21;
molasses. 5.33; cut lonf. 9.00; crushed,
8.76; mould A. 8.00; cubes. 8.25; XXXX
fine
powdered.A. 7.66; conpowdered. 7.70;
7.50;
granulated, 7.50; Diamond
fectioner's A, 7.40; No. 1, 7.35.
Chicago Live Stock Quotatlona.
Bulk, $15.6O(fiM5.80:
Hogs
Chicago.
$15.20
light, $14.70 j 15.76; mixed.
15.90;
rough,
15.85; heavy? $15.20
13.60.
$15.2041 15.40; pigs, $10.00
Cattle Native beef cattle, $9.00
13.35; stockers and feeders. $7.15
11.16;
9.85: cows and heifers, $5.70
calves, $8.not 12.00.
3.50:
ewes,
$11.00ff
Wethers.
Sieep
17.40.
$10,254! 13.60; lambs, $13.00
New York Cotton Prices.
New York. Cotton May. 20.21; July,
20.00; October, 19.21; December, 19.26;
January, 19.31. Middling, 20.55c.
Butter, Kkkh. Potatoea and Poultry.
Butter Creamery, 32 38c.
Chicago.
Krks
Firsts, 314i 32c; ordinary
304i
31c; at mark, cases includfirsts.
ed. 3031c.
Potatoes Maho, Colo., Oregon and
Wash., $2.652.75; Wise, and Mich.,
1

$2.304i 2.50.

Fowls, 22c.
Kansas City Produce.
Kansas City. Mo. Butter Creamery
41c; firsts, 39c; seconds, 37c; packing
29c.
Eggs Firsts, S2c.
poultry Hens, 20c; roosters, lcv
turkeys, 24c.
Price of Fla.
Duluth. Minn. Linseed On track
i 3.35; October,
and to arrive, $3.34
$2.95 asked: May, $3.33; July, $3.27
bid.
$3.10
asked; September,
Elata Butter.
I7or
Elgin, 111.18c.Butter 76 tubs
65 tubs
Grain at Mlanennolla.
$1.20
Minneapolis, Minn. Barley
1.54.
Bye $2.01 62.01.
Bran $39.60 40.00.
Wheat May. $2.67; July. $2.U.
: No.
2.87
Cash: No. 1 hard, $2.81
1
Northern. $2.71
2.77; No. 1
i 1.77.
Northern. $2.65
Corn No. 1 yellow, $1.60ei 62.
Oata No. t white.
71c.
Flax $1.28 4t
Adrian Hartsock,
Breckenrldge.
city alderman, died of injuries he received in a fight Willis Nicholson, a
miner, is in Jail, held without bond,
pending the result of a coroner's
Poultry

O. C. VVyatt, Pioneer Oattleman, Dead.
Denver. David C. WyatU leader In
the agricultural and livestock indus-

try ot Colorado, and among the oldest of the state's pioneers, died suddenly of heart trouble at his home,
204 Lincoln street. He had been ill
several days. Mr. Wyatt came to
Denver from Missouri by stage coach
in 1859, and in the civil war was government beef contractor for Denver
and posts north and west. For a long
time, be was the leading cattle dealer
of the western regie.

flclally? The case la not hopeless i By
proper architectural treatment a house
lot which
may be placed on a
Is by no means devoid of beauty. True,
it Is largely up to the house itself,
since little can be expected of the sun
TO FIT BACKGROUND roundtngs.
The architect, in this case,
can hardly hope to obtain pleasing results if the size of the house required
large. When a structure of moderate
Satisfaction With Your Home is
size is called for, his skill will enable PAYMENT FOR GOOD BRIDGES
him to so design it that It will appear
Heightened if the Place
smaller thau it really is.
Deputy Minister of Highways of On
Is Beautiful.
The attractiveness of a house which
tarlo Advises Taxpayers to Pay
will yield well to a decorative treat'
for Them by Bond Issue.
ment such as that shown In the accom
NEAT DWELLING DESCRIBED pnnylng view cannot be questioned.
No matter how good the surface of
The white lower portion, in contrust a road may be, If the bridges ure weak
and the culverts poor, the highway, is
Plant Dark Leaved Shrubbery Near
far from satisfactory. The annual rec
ord of bridge failures under threshing
Structure and Make Foundation
mnchlnps and other heavy loads makes
of Dark Texture Brick for
a long list, and the cost of repairing
Most Pleating Results.
the nnnual damage to poor culverts
I
Is a large sum. In progressive com
L0)r
By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
munltles, therefore, strong steel and
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
concrete bridges nnd well built eulquestions and give advice FREE OF
COST on all subjects pertaining; to the
subject of building;, for the readers of this

DESIGN RESIDE

CE
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MlTMnONAL

SIIMSOIOOL
Lesson
(By E. O. SKM.EUB Acting Director of
i tie Bunnay t
In the Moody
Bible Itibtltule of Chicago.)
(Copyright. 1817, Western Newipaper Union.

LESSON

FOR MAY 6

JESUS THE SERVANT OF ALU
LESSON TEXT John 13:1.15
OOLDKN TKXT-A- nd
whosoever of
will he the chltfest, shall be servant you
of
llll. aik. iu:.

f

MAKING

inis lesson Is really a continuation
of the latter part of the lesson of Inst
week, for the glory of Jesus Is his un
MEAN'
selfishness whereby he wrought out re
for uiunklnd.
demption
paper. On account of his wide experience
I. Selfishness Amid
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
Holy Surround
Is, without doubt, the highest authority
I
IDujlbaK
tw.
The world does not
on all these subjects. Address all Inquiries
did
loo?
appreciate Jesus. It never lias. "His
to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie
avenue, Chicago, III., and only enclose
own," the Jews, did not appreciate
I
I lioiiz'f
stamp for reply.
ivcrxwH
nun. we are considering him
today
I
as he was about to
There Is, of course, a direct relation I
depart from the
world that hud despised and
beV.'.'een the house and Its surroundrejected
nun to one that appreciated him (Heb,
Hah
ings. By this we mean that either the
surroundings must be laid out for the
ine development. Verse 2
bouse, or, as In the case where a spot
tells of the Satanic suggestion tliut
of special natural beauty Is selected
came to the heart of Judus. In it was
for the building site, the house must be
personal desire, and, connected with It,
fjtD lOOf
.
for
the
The
designed
surroundings.
human conspiracy.
The coming to
latter case obtains In some small towns
tills upper room has been pointed out
and In country estates. The former
ny a man benring a pitcher (Mk.
Substantial Structure.
cose, or a compromise between the
11
14:12-10)- ,
the pitcher helm: Huirirestlva
two, exists in the lurger towns and
verts are being constructed before ex of the Holy Spirit which was ubout to
cities.
pensive road surfuclng is done, says come in the place of tho visible Christ.
tv-Perhaps it is not the case in this
Indiana Farmer.
and it Is in the midst of such sacred
Second-Floo- r
Plan.
country so much as It is In some of
Librettist What do you think of my
This work is often paid for out of surroundings as this that Satan enters
the European countries, but the fuct Is with the
upper dnrk portion, Is very the annual tax levy for road and tne nearts of students. This Is n sue- new musical comedy?
true, nevertheless, that for the lover of pleasing und always gives the Impres bridge
Critic lleautlful.
Who
designed
construction, nnd absorbs such gestlon as to the power of environment.
both
natural
and
beauty
architectural, slon of brightness that goes with wella lurge part of the funds that too little Environment Is an aid, but it does not those lovely chorus dresses?
the small town which has been situated kept premises. The upper
part of the money is left for grading the surfac produce effective safety. No moment
where nature hos furnished plenty of walls is finished with shingles,
We Wot Not.
while ing. Good bridges and culverts are is too holy for Satanic
a
d
trees,
pleasing topography nnd
Llvpg there a star upon the stage,
the lower walls are faced with beveled permanent structures, and the deputy Jesus knew tliut the hour was come
Or
idol of the movie screen.
streams such a town offers siding. The porch Is built into the minister of
highways of Ontario, Hon when ho wus to depart out of the
Who's never yet been photographed
the best possible site for the building house and fitted in a manner which W. A.
has advised the taxpay world. "Having loved his own, he
In touring car or limousine?
McLean,
of a home. The point Is this: It is gives an air of
privacy. A set of ers of that province to pay for them loved them to the end." Even though
cheaper and usually more satisfactory screens may be used on this porch durby a bond Issue were the totul ex the Father had given all
Severe Strain.
to let nature furnish the attractive surthings Into
ing the summer time, these to be taken penditure for the purpose Is large. In ins nanus, still It was
'Have you ever been able to put on a
necessary for
roundings nnd model the home Into the out during the winter and glass sasli such a case he suggests
compiling n him to teach the disciples once more, tire without profunlty?"
background, than to build the back- inserted In their place. The porch will complete list of the bridges and cul nnd
'I tried It once, because there was a
flnnlly, the lesson of
ground for the home.
then not as a blanket to protect the verts needed, prepnrlng plans and es knew nnd remembered humility. He minister In our party," answered the
the strife
Not that those who have studied In- front of the house from winter winds.
tlmutes for their construction, and nmnng the disciples (Luke
motorist, "but I'll never expose myself
to the subject of scenic architecture
The small vestibule In which the then financing the work so that Its Doctor Iionnrd's
famous dream, nnnlvx. to such u risk again."
"Was It dangerous then?"
cost will be equitably distributed over Ing zeal hs being made
up of ambiu period of years rather than be con"Very. I feared every moment that
tion, pride and elements other tluin
centrated on the taxpayers of a few the love of God Is worthy of consld- - the en'ort I was making to keep from
years. Where there are few of these oration in this connection. Wo iwit swearing would burst a blood vessel."
structures and none Is expensive, the to realize the danger of selfishness
policy of paying for them out of the even in our service for God. Iluve we
Safety First
Is your car capable of making 00
annual tax levy cannot be criticized, exiimincd our motives? If dip conin his opinion, for It does not Interfere sequences of our
miles an hour?"
superiority, either of
"I can't speak from personal experi
appreciably with satisfactory progress rank or ability, tempts us tin shirk Ihe
in grading, drulnnge, surfacing and lowliest of services. It Is
time fur ence, replied the cautious motorist.
I thought once or twice it was go
maintenance.
God's children to recall this scene, und
remember that "the Rcrvant Is not ng to get away from me and travel
SAVE COST OF MAINTENANCE greater than his Lord." I'eter's strong about 00 miles an hour, but I
to stop It in time."
protest (v. S) brings out the fact Hint
the
Most
Which
Christ
Cost
disby
washing
of
at First
the
Highways
The Day After.
Are Always Cheapest to Keep
feet wns deeper
ciples'
than
Jack Who is that
the
girl
in Good Condition.
merely
outward
nmillcntioii
if water (See Horn. S:',l). It ulso that Just bowed to you?
Tom (gloomily) Oil, that was my
(By R. W. GAT, Mississippi Experiment
irouglit out the fact (v. 10) that Jesus
Stution.)
knew that all present were not clean sister.
With the recently awakened interest nwardly though he may have made
Jack Why, old chap, I wasn't aware
in the cause of good roads the ques the application
outwardly, for be knew that you had a sister.
Tom Well, I wasn't aware of It my
tion of financing rond building Is of who should betray him (v. 11). There
first importance. How road building fore, said he, "Ye nre nht nil clean." self until lust night.
cun be paid for is not the only serious Christ,
himself, hud confided the
Seven-RooFamily House.
Profitable Feasting.
question, however, but which one of knowledge to John especially us to the
several
construcmethods
of
"The Idea of spending two hours or
one who wos about to betray him (Sue
possible
are not able to produce pleasing sur- staircase Is built has n cased opening
tion
will
.
best
more
nt
suit the needs of the John 13:22-30)dinner!" exclaimed the fidgety
roundings for the house, for they huve Into the living room. The fireplace in
man.
I. Service, the Evidence of Divine
proved their ability to do so. ltecause this room is tucked enzlly Into a cor- community nnd give the people the
best
nt
as small cost as possible
ronds
That Isn't olwoys a waste of time,"
it is Impossible for some lovers of ner nnd a little seat is built against the
Humility (vv.
(1) This service
the
eminent
financier.
beauty to go where nature has provid- wall nt one side of it. A cased opening within the limit of the available funds. was tender. Jesus had all t nines (v. answered
The first cost may bo only a smull
Some big deals have been put through
ed it, the work of the landscape archi- leads back to the dining room, which is
he became the servnnt of all.
3),
yet
tect is very important. The small built Into the corner of the house the part of the total. Ronds must be (2) It was for all. All needed a wash between courses."
maintained In good condition, and the
town blessed with natural beauty Is, ideul situation for this room. A
ing. All the disciples needed to leuru,
Public Place.
then, not so much to be considered as
bedroom, which would muke on cheapest rond is the one that costs nnd all servants must learn, to obey.
Ilow much do you weigh, Ara- the only possible site for the building excellent den if not needed for other least per year to build and keep in (d) it
sanctlficatlon.
nre
We
signified
of a beautiful home as it is to be con- purposes, is entered from the dining shape for travel. In New York state saved once for nil, hut we nre con bello?"
it was found cheaper to expend $25,000
sidered as a spot which offers advan- room.
"Why, 140 pounds, Grade, dear,1
stantly being stained by our contact
mile in the construction of brick with
"Stripped?"
tages hard to obtain in imitation of naThe kitchen with its connecting
sin In the world ; hence the need
"Heavens no! I got weighed in
ture, unless a large sum of money is puntry is well arranged to meet the highways than to pay from $7,500 to of renewed cleansing. New
light rea
mile
macadam
because
$10,000
for
avoiluble for the purpose.
demands of the crltlcul housewife. A
veals new need of cleansing. (4) It drug store."
The question might be nsked, "Why work table is built beneuth the pantry of tlie difference In cost of upkeep.
signified deity. Jesus read the thoughts
To save maintenance expense the or
not go to the country where nature's window nnd the cupboards ure handily
bis disciples. He became their serv
DECIDEDLY SO.
idea
of
not
must
be
present economy
work has not been marred by the In- located on either side. The refrigeraant that In years to come they might
to
allowed
overshadow
the Importance know the meaning of service. He
roads of 'civilization?' " A logical ques- tor may be placed in the puntry, nnd
tion, nnd in some cases the affirmative an opening is provided so that it is of building permanent highways. As
their example, and In years to
J7"
rule the roads which cost the most come
answer is unquestionably the right one. iced from the landing at the top of the
remembered his knowledge
they
The man who comes from the city, short flight of steps leading from the at first will be the cheapest to main- nnd service. (G) It was for "his own."
tain.
The disciples did not know what It
however, or even the town, lias been grade entrance.
Three very large bedrooms are pro
wus he had done to them. Little do
brought up In close touch with the peowe understnnd oftentimes what It is
ple around him. Ills habits have been vided on the second floor. Each has a LONG ROADWAY OF CONCRETE
formed In the Influence of society. Put generous closet fitted with shelves at
the Lord has done to us. Jesus set
him nnd his family away from the rest both ends. The buth Is centrally lo Remarkable Example of Uses of That them nn example whereby he would
is
und
the
result
of the community
cated off the hall at the head of the
Material in California Cost
remove the dirt of crime,
Almost $395,000.
stairs.
nnd every manifestation of selfishness
The view also shows a neat nnd Infrom their
souls. We niny
Under supervision of the California cnll Jesus Lord and Master, nnd It Is
expensive two-ca- r
garage built on the
rear lot line. The garnge Is pninted state highway commission there has well that we do so, for Master and
white to conform with the lower part just been completed the longest con- Lord he Is Indeed, but. If we call him
crete roadway in the world, a remarkof the house with which It Is in line.
so, let us not do nught than make him
A house finished as this one is, re able example of the uses of that maIn our lives what we call him with our
shrub terial. It is a little more than three lips. The Idea here emphasized has
quires the use of
bery near the building. The reason is miles long, a trestle construction, and given rise to much religious literature.
that the upper dark walls need to be cost almost $395,000. The trestle is 20 "The Imitation of Christ" by Thomas
balanced by a mass of dark color near feet high and was built in units with a'KempIs, Is the most popular book In
DlMJIi tOOrrll ,
the ground. The effect Is carried along a roadway 21 feet wide. It Is sup- the world next to the Bible. No mod.
by building the foundation wnlls above ported on reinforced concrete piles, ern book has had the sale that has
loon
grade of some
material each weighing from three to five tons, Sheldon's "In His Steps." William
"I first examine the patient's heart
such as may be found among the many and the floor is made of
"
Stead wrote. "If Jesus Christ Came to to show how much treatment he will
patterns of modern
face slabs. All the parts were put togeth- Chicago." Still we ask not only what stand."
brick.
er so carefully that the completed did Jesus do nineteen hundred years
to do that be"It's
structure is practically a monolith. ago, under circumstances widely dif fore youunprofessional
frit
'
examine the pocketbook."
l"TT '
Dante Used Few Superlatives.
ferent from our own, but what would
Convicts Work Georgia Roads.
Jesus do If he were In my place toA contributor to the Italian review,
LlVinfi LOOM
f"!"
An Impertinent Inquiry.
Georgia employs virtually all her day? It Is the remembrance of what
Minerva, with time to spare, has mnde
"Tes," said the hushhnuse landlady,
i
male convicts In road build- Jesus has once done, and the living as she poured the alleged coffee, "my
zo'orxuo'
a count of substantives and adjectives
In the works of Virgil, Dante and ing. In 1909 the state abandoned the experience of what he now Is, can and
was burned at the
Leonnrdl. In the second book of the old system of leasing prisoners to pri- would do If "formed within us," that stake by the Indians."
Aenld, which contains the Fall of vate contractors, and since that time an will give us power to live and act like
"Excuse me," Interrupted the new
Troy, there are 1,837 nouns and 689 Increasing number have been employed him.
boarder, who was sawing away at a
on the roads. The work has been con1
adjectives. In Dante's "Dlvlna
"Verily, verily, I say unto you" (v. piece of meat "but Is this the steak?"
icaxffor
out of the 6.215 adjectives sidered very successful.
16). This Introduction shows how imwhich It contains, only 17 are In the
Hundred and Sixty Pounds.
portant Christ considered his teaching
Top Dressing for Roads.
"What did ber father say when he
superlative.
is not
at this point. "The sen-an- t
A mixture of Iron fibers, sand and
than his Lord" (See Matt 10: entered the parlor and found his
cement Is being used experimentally greater
r
Weather Signs.
Plan.
If the Lord plump daughter sitting In your lap?"
24; Luke 6:40;
In
as
a
France
The old remark about a red evetop dressing for high bent to this lowly service, certainly
"He remarked that I had taken a
lonesomeness. Therein lies the great- ning and a gray morning as Indicat- ways.
they, the servants, should not think It great deal on myself."
est advantage of the beautiful small ing good weather (alluded to In the
beneath them to do likewise, nor
Maintain Earth Roads.
town.
Habit
do not have to be Gospel of 8t. Matthew) still holds
Not Gentle Enough.
should the one that Is sent (an aposEarth roads should be maintained tle) consider himself greater than he
changed, friendships may be formed good as well as that which says that a
Enpeck I'd like to buy a nice, genand the normal, conditions of life ex- red sky In the morning foretells bad by keeping a good crown on the road, that sent him. John, who wrote thtr tle driving horse.
Dealer I've got Just the horse you
ist. The man who owns an Isolated weather with much rain and perhaps the surface smooth and the side epistle, was one of the apostles guilty
summer home seldom goes there with wind. One of these remarks has ditches open. In this way the travel of an unholy strife for power and po- want He Is so quiet and gentle that
woman can drive him.
bis family alone he crowds the house taken form In: "A red sky at night will be distributed over the roadway sition, and desirous of bringing fire
full of friends (or If he doesn't his wife is the sailors delight; a red sky at and water will be drained away rap- 3own upon those who did not acknowlEnpeck But I want one that I can
idly.
does). And what Is the reason? Sim- morning Is the sailors' warning."
edge and follow Jesus, but he became drive myself. Is that the gentlest you
la not used when the real
a marvel of love and tenderness. have?
ply that
Good Car of Calves.
Punishment.
pleasures of life are being discussed;
Knowing these things, "happy are ye
A Sura Sign.
Take good care of your calves, for If ye do them." "If ye know," that Is
the correct pronoun Is "We."
"He asked my daughter to go over
"What makes you so sure that ma
What of the case In whiclT nature to his bouse tonight and sing." "Looks If you lose one you have lost the use knowledge which Christ gives In rehas not contributed and the means are as If be'd had another row with bis of your cow for a whole year. A little sponse to oor asking today. "If ye Is going to propose to Marie T"
extra care and attention at the right do," that Is obedience which faith
"I nave told him the same story Ave
not available to supply the deficit artl- - wife- time may mean the saving of the calf. gives to Christ.
times, and be laughs at It every time."
I
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EXAMINATION OF A SICK HORSE

STANDARD BRED AT A GOVERNMENT
by the United Suites Depart
ment oi Agriculture.)
The pulse of a horse may be counted
and its character determined at any
point where a largo artery is close to
the skin und above a hard tissue, such
as a bone, cartilage, or tendon. The
most convenient place for taking the
pulse is nt the Jaw. The external max
illary artery runs from between tho
Jaws, around the lower border of the
Juwbone, nnd up on the outside of the
Jawbone to the face. It Is located Immediately In front of the heavy muscies or tlie check. Its throb can
be felt most distinctly Just before It
turns around the lower border of the
Jawbone. The balls of the first nnd
second or of the second and third
fingers should be pressed lightly on the
skin over this artery when Its pulsations are to bo studied.
The normal pulse of the henlthy
horse vurles In frequency as follows:
(Prepared

Slnllinn
fielding
ware
- to
real
Fnal 6 to
l' oul 2 to

fi'
33

34
40
45
70

3 years om
12 months old
4 weeks old

to
to
to
to
to

3S

40
50
fat

90

The pulse Is accelerated by the digestion of rich food, by hot weather, exercise, excitement, and alarm.
It is slightly more rupid In the eve
ning than it Is In the morning.
horses have n slightly more rapid
pulse tlnin sluggish,
horses. The pulse should be regular;
that Is, the separate beats should fob
low each other after Intervals of equal
length, mid the bents should he of
equal fullness or volume.
Pulse in Disease.
In disease, the pulse may become
slower or more rapid Minn In health.
Slowing of the- pulse niny be caused by
old age, great exhaustion, or excessive
cold. It may be due to depression of
the central nervous system, as in dum- mlness, or be the result of the administration of drugs, such as digiA rapid pulse
talis or strophantus.
Is almost always found In fever, and
tho more severe the Infection nnd the
weaker the heart the more rupid Is
the pulse. Under these conditions, the
bents may rise to 80, 00, or even 120
per minute. When the pulse Is above
100 per minute the outlook for recov
ery is not promising, and especially If
this symptom accompanies high temperature or occurs lute in nn Infectious
disease. In nearly all of the diseases
of the heart and in anemia the pulse
becomes rapid.
The pulse Is Irregular In diseases of
the heart, nnd especially where the
valves are affected. The Irregularity
may consist In varying intervals between the bents or the dropping of one
or more beats at regular or irregular
Intervals. The latter condition sometimes occurs In chronic diseases of the
brain. The pulse is said to he weak,
or soft, when the bents are Indistinct,
because little blood Is forced through
the artery by each contraction of tlie
This condition occurs when
heart.
there Is n constriction of the vessels
leading from the heart, and It occurs
in certain infectious and febrile dis
eases, and is an Indication of heart
weakness.
The heart lies In the anterior por
tion of the chest slightly to the left of
the median line and extends from the
third to the sixth rib. It extends almost to the breastbone, and n little
more than half of the distance between
the breastbone nnd the backbone. In
contracting, it rotates slightly on its
axis, so that the point of the heart,
which lies below, is pressed ngalnst the
left chest wall at a place Immediately
above the point of the elbow.
If the horse is not too fat, one may
feel the Impact of the apex of the
heart against the chest wall with each
contraction of the heart by placing the
hand on the left side buck of the fifth
rib nnd above the point of the elbow.
The thinner and the better bred the
horse Is, the more distinctly this imIf the animal is expact is felt.
cited, or if he has Just been exercising, the Impact Is stronger than when
the horse Is at rest If the horse is
weak, the Impact is reduced in force.
Certain sounds are produced by each
contraction of the normal heart. It is
customary to divide these Into two, and
to cnll them the first nnd second
sounds. These two sounds are heard
during each pulsation, and any deviation of the normal indicates some alteration in the structure of the functions
Well-bre-

d

Plum Trees.
The farm flock can be made more
profitable by combining the poultry
business with the growing of fruit
The birds need shade in order to do
the best during the hot days of summer and for this purpose plums can
be grown In the poultry yards to good
advantage.

d

REMOUNT DEPOT.

of the heart. In mnklng this examination, one may npply the left ear over
the heavy muscles of the shoulder back
of the shoulder Joint, and Just above
the point of the elbow, or, if the
sounds nre not heard distinctly, the
left foreleg may be drawn forward by
an assistant and the right eur placed
against the lower portion of the chest
wall that Is exposed in this manner.
The first sound of the heart occurs
while the heart muscles Is contracting nnd while the blood is being forced
from the honrt and the valves are rendered tuut to prevent the return of the
blood from tho lower to the upper
chambers. The second sound follows
quickly after the first and occurs during rebound of blood In the arteries,
cuuslng pressure In the aorta and tensions of the valves guarding Its opening Into the left ventricle. The first
sound is of n high pitch and is longer
nnd more distinct than the second. Under the Influence of disease these
sounds may be altered In various
wuys,

Temperature.
The temperature of the horse Is determined roughly by placing the fingers
In tin- - mouth or between the thighs or
by allowing the horse to exhale against
the cheek or back of the hand. In accurate examination, however, these
means of determining temperature nro
not relied upon, but recourse Is had to
the use of the thermometer. The thermometer used for taking the temperature of a norse Is a
clinical thermometer, slnillur to that
used by physicians, but larger, being
from five to six Inches. The temperature of the animal Is measured In the
rectum.
The normnl temperature of the horse
varies somewhat under different conditions. It Is higher In the young animal tluin In the old, and Is higher In
hot weather than In cold. The weather
and exercise decidedly Influence the
temperature physiologically. The normal temperature varies from 00.5
to 101 degrees Fahrenheit. If the temperature rises to 102.5 degrees the
horse is said to have a low fever; if
the temperature reaches 104 degrees,
the fever is moderate; If it reaches
100 degrees It Is high, and above this
point It Is regarded as very high. In
some diseases, such as tetanus or sunstroke, the temperature goes as high
as 108 or 110 degrees. In the ordinary Infectious diseases it 'does not
A tem
often exceed 100 degrees.
perature of 107.5 degrees and above Is
very dangerous and must he reduced
promptly if the horse is to be suved.

PUREBRED IS MOST
VALUABLE

OF STOCK

Reason Is Because He Has Been
Bred for So Many Years
Without Mixing Blood.
IBv W. I. BT.TZZARn Department of
Animal Husliandrv. Oklahoma A. nrul
M. College, still water.)
The purebred Is valuable becnuse ho
has been bred for so many yeurs without the admixture of any other blood,

nnd because each male representing

a pure breed Is possessed of the power

to transmit the breed characteristics
of his kind. Purebred nlso means that
there Is a continuous line of purebred
Individuals back of him.
It must be remembered thnt where
grade stallions or grade bulls nre used,
no progress Is made. It is the prepotency of the breeding that makes it
possible for the Angus hull to sire a
large proportion of black polled calves
from different colored or horned
native cows. The purebred Is valuable
In grading up. The progress In grading ceuses as soon as the purebred sire
is discontinued.
Some people nre
often misled by the fact that occasionis a splendid indially a
vidual, and ns far as all outward appearances are concerned, may be better than ninny purebreds.
The undesirable qualities Inherited
from the grade sire may not show up
In the first generation, but the worst
feature is that they will continue to
show up for several generations after.
The value of a purebred is fundamentally based on the ability of the animal
to transmit the desirable characteristics.
half-bloo- d

Male Stints Himself.
Sometimes a particularly gallant
male will stand back and let the hens
eat all the feed and grow poor himself. Such a bird must be fed by himself or his vitality will be reduced and
he will be useless as a breeder.

Soils for Alfalfa.
Limestone soils in general are
well suited to alfalfa, but
Spraying Program.
A regular spraying program is now even such lands are frequently add
considered a necessity by every suc- and require liming to firow this crop
cessful nrcnardlst
successfully.
par-ticula-
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la German country containing 20,- -' all that we could pay tg meet the MUCH MONEY WILL GO INTO
THE WAR, ITS
OfiO.000 to
Germans may demands of the ruthless hands of
.10,000.000
CAUSES AND EFFECTS
CIRCULATION DURING WAR
grow up in the twentieth century Germany.
in out! Brazil, and that, no matter
not
do
We
New
Mexico
of
produce
l!y Chief Justice R. II. Ilanna
As to the fear of a monetary
whether it remains
a portion of all that we consume and if we are
in this matter we stringency; that is like the most of
a
become
or
to
meet
our
li;;zil,
duty
is
(Tee fnl'i'.ving article
published
or enters ino close relations must strive to produce more and to our misfortunes "they never hapin tin's wicks
Record as an ap- - slate,
vlil urn I'lnpire.
Unless our con- - make known our necessities for so pen".
our
to
to
to
arise
citizenship
pen'
ertio'i with Brruil is always secured doing by counselling with our neigh-b- y A lot of us have been wondering
(hat each m;iy do his duty
oil, lit lie,
ships of war and unless Germany bors who may not be awake to the (if not complaining) that the greatim riciii :i o ri aid his country
;o
is able t
exercise pressure there, grave dangers before us. In addi-m- er part of the money and wealth of
in all ways possible.
'turn we must be more, prudent in this country has become concentratdivclopnient is threatened.'
'ell ti t v ties naper is t" brief- Doubtless
conserving what we have. If wheat ed in the hands of a comparatively
our
understand
readers
al.'iin Ihe nature and origin o(
that the Monroe Doctrine is that bread is to be a rare treat, and it few of our citizens.
Our Government has authorized a
i..Vm'l, i.tl (lt
Stales, as dc may be out of the reach of many
fr, atinn. nf' th policy of theliy United
J '11 sideiil Monroe m of us as our crop for this year is bond issue of seven billion dollars,
time.
r,;l f,rst
involved. It has
to be 250,000,000 bushels more than twice the debt incurred
continued f r a period of almost a message to Congress in 183, to re-- 1 estimated
reason of our Civil war; and
According to the official reports given
any attempt on the part cf short of normal, let us learn to eat by
tl.n-vr :irs. and. in ihe opinion of T1""'1
out with the announcements of promotions
rower to gain a foot corn bread without complaint, better these bonds wi he subscribed and
Kurope-siiii.iity people, may not he brought hold ip
absorbed
largely by the hold' rs of
Central or South still, we might lie p correct the shortNorth,
and medals for Ann rirans it would seem that
an end within a shorter period
America by conquest as an act hos-t- i age in wheat by turning to substi- these great firtimes of which we
io' till
no undertakings are too flaring for Ihe Ameri- have
been
We
must
eat less
grumbling.
e to lie United States.
We have tutes at once.
pointing oct the responsibil-thi- s in effect
This monev will he turned into
meat, the "Pad ers" tell us. In short
i vicecans in th
iust show the nearest
adopted the position of
it v f.
crime against
great
of Uncle Sam, and once
coffers
the
all
n
be
and
this
furht
will
must
lowanl our wea
i,i'r brother
le ing done and
one a era-;- .
ill: ion, we Oial' eedeavor to
or vomefl
to the south, That this, be won bv the man who tils the he gets it, no doubt can be enter- Ameri-ili'en- s ni ii'l bors
of
all
the
duty
present
he make the !; v.
soil and the man and woman whoj'aincd that it will he spent with a
in ihe great crisis of is a dtwgcr nis attil ude fur us to
has lo
been admitted, but conserve the product ot tbeir labors. 'fee nanu ror an minis 01 proaucts
Tin A mi rii a tr i
,
v all
ad''ed materially
'm the
l!;:t we
),
frerji'ient-- ; Some of our people have been as necessary in preparation for the
1! r, be,
our fill rr no 'liabilities and ;,s ""CisMty
i:i ti'a' :!
ibe 0.U;:,1
v ')-most drea-1-Civil! foolish as to think that because tgencies if a conf'ict that has been
rii,,,
lb,.
o
1:
our
ir
io
Ioy:iity
country
us.
in
thrust
Mexico
New
was
Mav'iniiii.tn of everyone
c! t" t!i r foes, at;
upon
prolarger "rcentage of
d.
War..
in
hour of
Even the vast sum that is to he
of our posing 1 fvise beans this year, that
taking
advantage
i'm ti .vthe mos( covc'i'd mckds of
then, at I" the cause of ihe
to our Allies will not leave
'oaned
it
soii'di'i
and
would
would
be
cheap
to establish his
','..;!-r yeir.-For tveii--fbefore position M
all I' e ..attops with the alii- s. We do not
Inot nav to nut in a crop. This man the country, but will be used by them
.,,,,1
ci,,,o,-ir,was declared Germany was e - ptre
;v.
w i; Vr lint both
bis ambition
and TV'tish general
by at least two must be told that all crops ,are short, for making purchases from us. of
,i in a rolislani effort to exterrt
"
that last fall we shipped beans, many'rh ise things which are essential to
of'"i-e- -.
powers,
h r influence over her neighbors an
of
urge ie- p, s,.m
!;irge body
r ,oa,'s- as far as I!9ston, and could their, very existence, both in peace
consideration
to German
i
bad laimd an a must absolute con-(living
Irootis to the front.
so,(1 thousands of car loads more 'and :,, ,",,
Jr-ain
with
y
Turambitions
connection
and
trol o"er
Brazil, ',ave
"
average
... :
1. ..
-asas
and
Cher
to
I
11.1,1
hi
possibly
iiuieil
weillltllis
has
reader
any personal recollec
",cf
Icendency in each of these countries can lepubiics. we commence to find V"5:
in
tion
of
the
of
wi'l
demand
and
plentitude
money
go highci
prices
A DANGER LITTLE THOUGHT OF
dilticitlt to describe, and that her at least one reason prompting oer- record breaking tli e last years of, and those succeedohiect in so doing was not peaceable man hostility toward us if there ,nal1 theso present
mar patriotism win pay ing, our Civil war; but some of wc
is probably illustrated by the fact! be not other more selfish and igno- - figures,
in dollars and cents as well as in gray heads do, and we also remember
We cannot win the war if we consat her chief aim seems to haveible ones.
how the country as a whole devel d
the satisfaction it affords.
been to gain control of the armies
tinue to use up the man power of the country
Germany's attitude vith respect to
as if by magic.
Even that secIf the question of our duty as
wdiich she officered, the Monroe Doctrine is best shown
nations
these
of
tion of our land which had been decimainin
assist
and other luxuries
to produce automobiles
loyal Americans to
trained and to a large extent, con-- I in an article written by Prince
mated and desolated by the four
the food supply of our
and unnecessaries, instead of food, ships, war
rolled. For many years she had
in 18, for the Hamburger taining
strife rose.
did not furnish a reason for years of internecine
machine
been
war
nea
building up great
Nachrichten, when he said:
material, and products of present urgent
extra effort on our part for the Phoenix 'ike from the ashes of deshe had the greatest army the world
con"Some German newspapers
betterment of our agricultural con feat, and achieved a material pros
cessity.
has ever known, and a navy second tinue discussing the
'Monditions, our own selfish interests perity that astounded and confonnd- Public sentiment throughout the United
only to that of Great Britain.
roe Doctrine,' in consequence of the would seem to dictate that we put ed those who predicted continued dis- Her best known industry was the events which have taken place in
States should be sneedilv crvstalized into a
IOIII1 OUT 1IIOM MICIIUUUI
CllUlia luiiitjava,
manufacture of munitions of war. Scuth America. We are of opinion increase
This can be accounted for on no
our stock of foods. This
demand, that the manufacture of luxuries
Within only a few days prior to her that that Doctrine, and the way in arises
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Thv are
servin'r without pnv a"d without anv Ivuic
of reward, other than their own roruri
of dutv well dope. Tn addition some of
them are spending thousands of dollars of
their own rnnnv. to pla"t beaus. pota'oes anil
other food crops.
Unless New Mexico s''ool1 inake an
enormous
inrrencp ri its food
'lffm-r- j
some of her C'tt'eris will go w'i"-rof another ve.ir. Not to put
the
too fine a point unon the eiti't'ori. some of
tosc with sii'rd! ear"inrr ennaciti' liT" starve.
Fverv snnare vard ma'V tn nrfvb're food will
tend to relieve the situation in proportion to
its area.
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Sale No. 793, SNEj Sec. 32, T. 13H., are no improvements on the above des- - acres were selected for Santa Fe and Grant R. 17W., NtfStf See. 31, T. 21S R. 15W., the State for sixty days, as provided bv
Bond
Fund.
There are no im. KKNEX, NSEJI Sec. 22, T. 21S., R. 17W., the act of Congress, approved August IRtb
17E., containing 80 acres, selected for cribed tract of land,
County
Sec 6, All of Sec. provements on the above described traci Kj Si c. 5, T. .VS., R, 15W., coiiiaining wA, (28 Stats., 3s4, and after the expirathe Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Sale No. 765, K';K
'17,71 acres, of which lt0 acres were select
Hand
tion of such a period of sixty days any
Fund. The improvements on this 7, NEJ4, NK;tfNWtf Sec. 18, T. 2lN.t JL of land.
Sec.
for the SaniH I'e and Grant County land that may remain un selected by the
Sale No. 746, SWjtfSKH,
There are
SKtfSW
land consist of fencing, value $25.
25E., containing 9W.57 acres.
No bid on the above described tracts of no improvements on the above described 22, T. 39N.f R. 25K.
Tlyr itnproveinents State and not otherwise appropriated ac
containing 80 acits. U ml road Bond Fund,
land will be accepted for less than Three tract of land.
There are no improvements on the above m l his land consist of two huuses, cor- curding to law shall be subject to disand fenc- posal under general laws as other public
Sale No. 766, V.'A, SWtf Section 24, S't deMTthed tract of land.
Dollars (S3.00) per acre, which is Me uprals, four welts and windmills,
NW
in
And
value
thereof.
25,
addition
Sate No. 747, Lots 3, 4, Sec. 7, T. 2&N.( I
This not iee does not affect any
lands.
Section
praised
ing, value $,1,575,
,
Section
N Eft' 27 k.,
whit h were
thereto the successful bidder must pay
71.58
Sale No. Wll, AH of See. 1, T. 20S., R. adverse
acres
lining
26,,
appropriation by settlement or
SESWj
of four
in
pt-annum
cent
STATE
OF NfcW MEXICO
payable
pet ,v,,
S- 21 W., SWVi otherwise,
R.
of
OU
K.
T.
Me
t
All
29.
oun
VJte.,.
;n.S.,
selected
for
the
35,
that
T,
the
an!
Santa
Section
exist
except under rights that mar
23N.,
(.rant
NWJ(
thMM"'
improvements
,lat
3,1,..,.
NOTICE FOR PUULICATION
SW'li S c. 15, T. .'US., W. 21W
containing be found to exist of prior inception.
contract, partml payments to be credited
1J1S..-of which huh selected fur.
of
the
above
of
l.acb
all
Lot
on
at
described
Dated
laud
will,
Santa Fe this 3rd day uf April,
this
tracts
ShWNEW,
consist
N:'A,
SWMShja.
aires,
SALE
of
of
on the anniversary
contract be offered for sale
PUBLIC LAND
the date
e.
Fe md Grant County
lie Siin!a
,
S'NWU Sec. 30. T. alue $75.00,
Railroad a.
aw,
NWWNEji.
separately.
next following the date of tender.
The above sale of lands will he subject 23 N R. 20F... containing 1,604.02 acres. The Sale No. 74. WSWtf. SW4NWJ4 Sec. (!un l l uti'l. The iniprovcineni s on this
W. E. Lindsey
CURRY COUNTY
The sale of lands selected for the Santa
terms and conditions, Improvnums cm this hind consist of house, t, W'i, Si:;4K!-iGovernor of New Men
NKjiSEtf, Lots 1, Sec 2, iaitd consist of feneinjr, value
Fe and Grant Count y R, R. Bond Fund to the following
value $10.
See. 22, NNW, First Publication Ann! 13. 1917.
Office of flic Com mi? smut-- r of Public
Sate N... 805,
NV4SI'"!4.
SF.tfSF.tf
See, 25. T, 27N.. R.
and viz:
will be subject to the above
terms
N WtfS
No bid on the above described tracts 17 K., N K ' i SV'4
S c.
S. c. K':SVV'4 Stc.
R, I5W.. containing Last Publication May 18, 1917.
28,
LitntU, Santa Ke, New Mexico.
Except for lands selected for the Santa
t,
except that the success! ul bid
c.
a m oram
Notice is he rvhy
.. .;. .j. .
.
. 4, 4, .j. 4.
?J0 jo r
,
that pursuant conditions
Tin re arc no improvementa on
n, n. runu runo.ioi mnu win ne accepted ior icss man rive 29, T. 27 N., li, 2K., S',NV, SW'S
given
4
ler must pay at the time of sale one- 32. T. iBX.. Ii. 3RK.. SW'A'WW. NK'iNW,4.
tlu.H land.
to the provisions of an Act of (on Kress
' babJn
of
Public
in
of
thereof.
And
Laws
or
No.
Section
R.
the
the
addition
value
1910,
hi.
Lands,
20,
Sale
June
2'
71,
See.
cm'"mmi.si.ne,
T.
f06,
SWWNKJ4
"for
271..,
N"SF.!4
InresT
21,
agent
A'.,
approved
of
appraised,
Ivance
in
the
Unu such
of the; thereto i.v successful bidder must nav for tammy 1. 110.60 acres.
and such
S e. 23,
S r. 24, T.
sale,
Slate of New Mexico ami the rule
1 he improvement s S'jNi
SW4NW4
purchase price and will be required
0
The
acres.
that exist on
the on this land eon Hist of well, windmill, l.tnks, .IDS., U. 20V.( cimiaiiiinir
regulations of the State Land Office, thr
price oiivred uy mm lor the land, tour the
improvements
in advance
for
the land.
cent interest
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
Per
i.
and fencing, value $1,150,
.,
improvement h on thiq land consist of fenc
..ir
...t.n..
Sec 2, T. MM.,
No. K7. .SWRW
the
Salr
at I'ublis Sale to the highest bidder, at
No.
J.iOO.
T.
(ee.
Sate
value
13,
Sec.
74",
price,
TliirVy
purch
iuv,
.
SWSF.J
in
ii...Hem.
.
If) o'clock,
A. M., on Tuesday, June 5th price
Sec.
K. 2(d'.,, eiintaimm: 40 aires,
Sale N'm. FV7, SVNK'4, SWJVW
The lmprov
on all deferred payments at
ot with interest
of Oovis, County
WJ
incidental to the sale herein, and meiit r on this land consist of reservoir,
1"17, in the town
on this land consist ot lencin
acres .4'4-f--I--I--- t
value .'0, T. 3.:S., li. UAW, roiitainiiitf
cent per annum in costs
the rate of four
and
of
said
be
all
value
each
and
$101.
must
amounts
$50.
the
fencing,
Coun
for
and
plowing,
Curry, Si ate of New Mexico, in front of thr advance, paymentsperand interest
re
Santa
due on
(rant
House
Court
No hid
mi
the above desenhed
Tin- ii'Mirovem-Dttract
Sate No. 710 SKWSW-therein, the following1 des- Oct iber 1st of each year.
Src. 5 T. 2'NT
WANTED
deposited in cash or cert lied exchange
inforniation and terms
ly Railroad Hon.!
nf sale, and wfueh said amounts ;nf land will be accepted
for less than i,
cribed tracts of land, viz:Sec. 33, T,T. on this land consist of feneinff,
value j relative to ranch of 5,000 t0 lO.OOi
SFSW'
The Commissioner of Public Lands of at thealt time
10.001
w
n'v
i
n
..
i'ri
are
of
them
Mttoeet
Ten
Sale So. 722, All of Sections 1 and 12. New
whieh
and
forfeiture
iVllars
to
acre,
i.rr
Mexico, or bis agent, holding such
e
stock water.
f1'
T. 5 N.. R. 36 E.. containing 1$0.16 acres
with
t1'1'11)'
.ucccs-jinS
in addition were
j
Crant
appraised value
sF,iXFit':"'i',,s
fr the Sr,nta F-j-neandnnproc-sale, reserves the riKht to reject any anil
,
n, ' "i
.
lV,
The improvements on the above described! all
'"'-'
f
....v.w .... nu.
w',.' N"."NF!4i.ro. 16. State Record. Santa Ve, N. M.
v
Miupi
NW?4, F"S'
,
naiiromi nmiii runu.
bids offered at said sale.
Possession
"v..
F"jiooniy
of
of
laud
consist
tract
Nf',-house, outhouses, under contracts of sale for the above
See. .ti',
S. c. f2i,
land
oiisiit of fenr ,11,
incuts on
to him by the Suite Laud Oftiee,
said land.
lots and sheds, wrM, windmill, tank an'1 described
1".
value $15o.
.'.'S., li, J7W., cor.raintni: ?'0 ncies of
tracts vi)l be given on or be- cniitr.?ct
value $1HS0.00.
to provide that 1 lie purchaser may
N.dr No, 7fS, All nf Sec, 36, T. 2ZN.,
fencing,
a '"cted
of
liii h 2M) acre:g.OX) to 10.(XX)
WANTED
Sec.
Sale No.
Iianch
1917.
Santa
'!.
fore
W'iSVVj'i
October
:xts
1st,
SV;V,V'i
10
laNo.
j
his opt' n in;.
Sale
72$, All of Section!, 2, 3,
aert s.
e.
The im- I. S'vNK'4
R.
pnyoonts of not less Ti, J5E., containing
nd (Irani
IC, eon!"ind
J, T. 2iN.,
V, list havu
Witness my hnivl and the official seal
unty K; !r- ad
iioo( grass and
I'. '.li
K. 36 r... of
td
ve per cent prnvenv nts on tins land ii.nsiKt of well t aii'itijf
II, H, 15, 2.1 and JS, I. 5
'I'bi: mipi
bind consist of
the State Land Office
this ftth d.iy of the
acres, of w tiiclt l.M
.v; 'n r. Wi'l no. j.av a : ty fancv pnes
WW. stdect ed for t'containing 5120.jS acres, The improvements of April, A. I).
price at any time after " intn)iU, tanks. aim uncinx, value
piirch&si
Fe :nd (o ant (.' on- - ft n
able $.'.$.
Sod
nl 60.
tin
on the above described tract of land consale iitid prior to
he rxpiration
To.
15. State
K.iiiroad Jton.l
S.ilr ?
nd, There ate no im-- .
ROBT. P. F.RV1KN
Kvaird, Santa Fc, N.
4y
f:.sk!4,
sist of house, feed house, calf house, lots,
u un oa e in i nr
:mr r tei, ,o ni'i "n l'i aoove ursrni.'cn iracrs jii'oveni.JIH.S
Sin' iy ye 11
2i
.Ml of
?J, I?. Sec.
I'll
in. above described
tr; t S!:1
M.
Commissioner of Public Lands, and
of any nf land will h'e accept e.l for b ss than Ten 0f land
to provide
for t lie p tynient
corrals, c;ir house, milk h"uset fencing,
.Ml of S
t. 1.AV., on'.niiinir
Mt '!'. 16S.,
of New Mexico.
State
value $4fl23.20.
S- e.
'ft
Ml of
iinpaiM iKnanee at the expiration of thirty Ddlars (51".of)) per acre, which is the ap-nr.Tlieri
s.!e N
S'.SF.i, !,;
First Publication April 13, l'17.
linpnivi ni' ills
Sale No. 724, All ot Sections 4, 5, 8. Last
In addition thereto N
line
v;.rs iriin ttie oate 01 iiie eoniraci, wun jtraiseo
SK'.' Sw'Nh' L
'SK'VnWW'
'his
Publication June 15, 1917.
WANTI-To receive price and 'full
9, 16, 17, 20, 21, T. 5 N, R. 36K., and 32,
r' st on licit mil payi'tnts at the rate the sucee ssful bidder
must pjy for tbes c. 17, T. 30J., It. :.!:., e.'.ntainitiK "(
Sr-21.
N
No. fil!i, NI'-SF'4 Sec, nfuriiialiv ti
J3 and 34, T. 6 N. ; K. 36 E.; containing
m
a
fotir I" r
s
mi
the
tui
ding ranch for out
land.
in improvement
Inr
exist
J W
tint
i he
s
aen-sJ
pavihte
(VI)
acres.
land
tlii3
It.
con
T.
in nun;
ITS.,
impr'jveiiieir
7U40.60
t ract
acres.
the anniversary of the date f
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Kaeh of the above described
ill consist of fne:nj.', value
Ivaiu
thoroimlibred
cattle.
it indeed
ic- a i
fJOl.
no improve merit s on Ins land.
The improvements on the above described
be
to
be
offered
for
sale
mi
credited,
r.ict.
K
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
partial payments
separately.
S.ile No. rf.1,
Sec. i. SKN'4,i
.VWSKW. S'jSKK: Sabev Mexico perfcrred but
on the anniversary of t Tie tlate of contract
tract of land consist of house, barns, corrals,
above sal1 of lands will be gubiect Nec. 5, 1. JW NK'iiSW,
The
27V,
It.
Se
3J..NKv;
Sl'iSWfS
LAND
PUBLIC
SALE
ci.nsitl-- r
to the iotlnwin
any
next following the date of tender.
part
terms and conditions. i.
branding chute, two wells, windmill, tanks
.of . New
. .
.
K.
.
.
,
tu dries.
w j.
,
'a 01 c. a,
r,;an vv 74, . r
r.V4,
containing
The sale of lands selected for the Santa viz:
plowing and fencing, value $4437,60.
LINCOLN COUNTY
I here
Jxico ft pnip.'Mtion is sufficiently
are no improvements on the above NNVViSKli
Sec. 28, T. 19S., K. 13W.. con-No. 725, Njj,
R. R. Bond
Fe and Grant County
SE&SEtf Office of
Fund
for lands selected for the Santa described
N,SEtf,
Kxcept
of
no
jC3.(M
tract
land,
are
There
tainintr
acres.
ti tractive. Address No, 4, Care State
the Commissioner of Public Lands, will be
improveSW
Sec, 13, all of Sec. 24, T. 5 N.,
subject to the above terms and Fe and Giant County R- R. Tlond Fund, Sale No. 751. NV.Nl'M Sec. 10. T. 30N.. metit s .n thii land.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
1240
R. 36 E., containing
acres. The im
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
must
except that the successful bid the successful bidder
pay to the R. 2E.. containing 80 acres.
There are
Sale No. K12. K'i. VMVfM Src, 6. T. 20S.. Record,
is hereby given that pursuant londitions
of sale one Commissioner of Public Lands, or his agent
der
at
must
time
the
provements on the above described tract to Notice
pay
the provisions of an Act of Congress,
of land consist of well, windmill,
tanks,
such
of thetract of
Pur1,a8C Pricc a"d fo.ur, Pff
sale,
t.rovein.'nts oii this land consist of fencinK, WANTFD-- Td
rth .
tract Of
larr
appiuved June 20, 1910, the laws of the
r,- reservoir, fencing, value $2249.00.
IB '..,.1.... cuvi
i.n
NKW
uai,ni-isln
tMiricn i.y nini nir i ne idTlil. Iur
" 11(1"
ir,iox in mnaiiLc
7;? tiKMNULf
ii,inivr cent
Sale No. 726, All of Sections 25 and 36 State of New Mexico and the rules and such
interest
WCI1
ana sumciermy
price and will be required per
advance for the SKSW!4. S'SF Sec. 17. NWVSNFU. SKJ4 Sale No. 813. NWtf See. 6. SFM Sec. 7.
purchase
located
of
the
State
Land
the
Office,
1280
36
5
regulations
R.
acres.
T.
N.,
E., containing
to execute a contract
lor tne balance of such purchase price, the lees
SFV1
Sec 20 ' SWIVWw
Wl4
Northern
S., R. 16W., containing 31R.W) acres, watered ior pasture ;ana.
The improvement s on the above described Commissioner of Public Lands will offer payment of t!ie balance providing
of sucb purchase for ad vert i sing and appraisement and all sVVii
21
27 F
R
V)N
eon t tin
t"
pc
There arc no improvements on this lnnd.jew Mexico preferred. Interested up
..
tract of land consist of well, windmill,
..
a tin 11117 , ,n
mn r ist: a- mi ntr 111 r.i in'
nnno
nr. re
Bno
in riv fniiDi. . tmnuai
nt'ttn.
:
niniaiimp
. in
.
.
s
on
-acres.
N"bee.
ininruvemeni
A.
3,
inn
M,(
K'n 17.
4,,SKSW,
J". lot.
nnnft
tanks, corrals, house, hen house, garden, o'clock,
01
.
tiani
im un ticirrrru iidymeiiia ai caen anil ; ail
wiiii
iiiiciesi
fur, State
.1(1.
land consist of fenrinir. value
T. 3iS.. R. 20VV.. containing 119,60 acres.
f
,
01t
in ine town 01t tarnzozo. county
..
,1,- r,.,,
fencing, value $1986.00.
Sale No. 756,
V'AHK4, SEtfSWtf Sec. The iinprovi'men' s on this land consist of Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
in front of the advance,
Sale No. 727, All of Sec. 26, T. 5 N.. State of New Mexico,
and interest due on, at tie time of sale, and which said amounts 19, T.
payments
R.
120
acres.
30N.,
27E., containing
fencing, value $125.
B. 36 E., containing 640 acres.
The im Court House therein, the following des October 1st of each year.
and all of them are subject to forfeiture The
Sale No. 815, SVV;4NE4 Sec. IS, T. 15S.,
improvements on this land consist
1 ne
provementa on the above described traci cnbed tracts ot land vis:
eommissioner ot kuoiic i.anns ot to tne Mate ot new Mexico it tne success of fencing,
value $40.
R. 17W., containing 40 acres.
There are WANTED 5,000 to 10.000 acres good
f land consist of house, well,
windmill,
New
fid
not
his
or
a
holdinK
such
bidder
does
execute
ccontract
Mexico,
c
a
agent,
t mci
Sale No. 758, Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, S!4 Sec. 19, no improvements on this land.
li,,
ivuM'
pasture land well watered and with
tank, sheda and lota, fencing and
the right to reject any .nd withi.i thirty nays alter it has lieen mailed Lots 1, 2, 3, S'SNEK, W'iSF.Sd, SWtf Sec.
15,
of
All
Sees.
No.
16, E'S Hood
14,
Sale
816,
No. 18.
Care State
grass.
tag, value $2618.40.
bids oltered at saul talf. foasession to him by the State Land Office, said 20, Lots 1, 4, NE(4SWK, NEtfSKtf, SEtfNEtf NF.!4 Sec. 17, NE'ANK'A.
N
r,i acre, .elected 1for the Santa Fe and.all
SWJ4,
SiNEtf,
Sale No. 728, W4. SEtf Sec. 27, EJ4EJ4. 679.32
nP
the
to
,or
contract
that
above
und.r
,he
provide
,ae
purchaser may Sec. 21, Lots 1, 2, S,NW, N'SWi. SEXSWX, St'A Sec. 21, All of Sees. 22, 23, Record, Santa Fc, N. M.
The describedcontrilct,
SWJ4SEJ4 Sec. 28. T. 5 N., R. 36 E., con Grant County Railroad Bond Fond.
win be givcn 00 or be- at his option make payments of not less
tracts
3.680
R
I1VV..
coiit.iininir
Sec.
T
acres.
22, ENWtf, SWtf
The improvements on improvements on this land consist of two fore October 1st. 1917.
of ninety.five per cent W",NE, NWKSEtf
than
taining 680 acres.
ll
The improvements on this land consist ofyA.NTED
Have clients who are
this land consist of house, barn, lots, well, houses, barn, corrals, well, tank, and fenciWitness my hand and the official seal of the purchase price at any time after SWJ4 Sec. 26, S4SEJt Sec. 27, NWNF.tf
NWtf
and fencing, value $687.20.
$3,200.
windmill,
of the State Land Office this 6th day the sale and prior to the expiration of W'A Sec. 28, SVJ, NEW, EjiNWli,
fencing and plowing, value ng-,Sale value
ranrhpi with
of ptirctiasing
No 817 aii of Sec. 27. EA. FMWU.
Sec. 29, Stf, NVjN, Lot 2 Sec. 30,
No. 780, Lots 3, 4, NW
NWtf
Sec 30, of April, A. D. 1917.
IC274.00.
s,ie
of
from
date
the
thirty years
contract,
Give particul
Se?. 34. T. 16S.. R. 11W.. con cood ranrsc adiacent.
227.16
31, T. 24N., R. 23E., All of NWUNWU
acres.
Sale No. 729, All of Sections 35 end T. 8S., R. 1SE., containing
and to provide for the payment of any All of Sec.
ROBT. P. ERVIEN
Sec. 7, N'S, fi'AS'A Sec. 8, taining 1,160 acres selected for the Santa ars as far as convenient
6, NVS
on
in first
are no improvements
this
36, T. 6 N., R. 36 E., containing 1280 acres. There
Commissioner of Public Lands, unpaid balance at the expiration of thirty Sec.
Bond
Sec.
Fund.
Railroad
NWM.
and
Countv
Grant
N'SSWM,
The improvements on the above described land.
SWNEtf
NjNF.tf,
State of New Mexico. years from the date of the contract, with 9, SWUNWX Sec. 17,
letter. No. 21. State Record, Santa
Sale No. 781, SWMNEH,
NWtfSEtf Sec. First Publication April 13, 1017.
S'5NyS, S4 Sec. 18, n hc improvements consist of fencing, value
tract of land consist of fencing, value
on deferred payments at the rate
interest
Sec. $750.
Fc, N. M.
27, SWJ4 Sec. 28, T. 9S., R. 8E., contain$1675.00.
of four per cent per annum payable in T.23N., R. 23E., N'2, SEtf, N'iSWS
Last Publication June IS, 1917.
cwc.
There are no improve,
No bid on the above described tracts ing 240 acres.
sale No. K1B, Bljnwn, wyiav
i, ii'.4,
i, ay&'fy sec. 11,
advance on the anniversary of the date of S'4SS4
Sec. 12, All of Sees. 13, 24, 25, 36. 17, NWNVVK Sec.
T.
16S., R. 11W., WANTED
of land will be accepted for less $5.0t) ments on this land.
20,
Full details and dcscriD- be
to
credited
contract, partial payments
Sec.
Sale No. 782, SWtf Sec. 7, NWJ
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
There are no im- - .
on the anniversary of the date of contract T. 23N., R. 22E., All of Sees. 6, 7, 18, 19, containing 160 acres.
per acre, which is the appraised value
tion rctrarding large cattle ranches
Lot l, NWMNEj
FOR PUBLICATION
Sec. 30, All of Sec 31 nnivemem, on this land.
NOTICE
And in
addition
thereof.
thereto the 18, T. 9S, R. 8E containing 366.49 acres.
next following the date of tender.
Care State
PUBLIC LAND SALE
successful bidder must pay for the im- There are no improvements on this land.
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said he couldn't guarantee that we'd you didn't. You ve never been hurt
be happy j that no pair of people could never even been
You
frightened.
he sure of thut till they'd tried. Hut, wouldn't know what
QUALITY OF COMPRESSED AIR IMPORTANT
they fell like.
he said, it looked to hlin like the most And the result is , , ."
Portia eyed her thoughtfully. "The
wonderful, mugnlhVerit adventure in
the world, nnd usked If it looked to result Is," she concluded, "that you
me like that, and I said it did. Be- have
grown into a big, Bpleu
cause It's true. It's the only thing did, fearless, confiding creature, that
In the world that seems worth botherIt's perfectly Inevitable some mun like
And we both think-tho- ugh Itodney Aldrich would go
ing about.
straight out
of course we cuu't he sure of his bend about. And there you
we're thinking straight thut we've are I"
got a good chance to muke it go."
A troubled, questioning look came
l
Even her mother's bewildered ears Into tno younger sister's eyes. "I've
Co.
Copyright 1916,
couldn't distrust the sincerity with been lazy and selfish, I know," she
which the girl hud spoken. But this said. "Perhaps more thun I thought.
do
only increased the bewilderment, She I haven t meant to he. But
had listened with a sort of Incredu- you think I'm. any good at all?"
lous distaste she couldn't keep her
"That's the real injustice to it,'
AFTER THE SUGGESTION
OF MARRIAGE HAD BEEN MADE TO RODNEY ALDRICH, HE
face from showing, und nt lust she hud snld Portia ; "thut you are.
You've
to wipe away her tears.
It couldn't
stayed big and simple.
DIDN'T WASTE TIME IN FOLLOWING IT UP ROSE SURPRISES HER MOTHER
At that Kose came over to her, possibly occur to you now to say to
dropped on the floor at her knees, and yourself: 'Poor old I'ortia I She's ul
embraced her. "I guess perhaps I un- ways been jealous because mother
SYNOPSIS. Hose Nlmitim. student at the irnivcrsily of Chicago, is put off n street fur In the rain after an
derstand, mother," she said. "I didn't liked me best, and now she's Just
SinIs accosted by u ynin man who offers help anil escorts her to another car
argument with thu rniiihictur.
realize
you've always been so in- green with envy because I'm going to
line. An hour later tills mini. Itoilney Aldrich, a
tellectual nud advunced
lawyer, appears soaked with rain ut the home of
that you'd murry Itodney Aldrich.'"
his wealthy married sister. Mrs. Martin Whitney, to attend a birthday dinner In his honor. Mrs. Whitney sugfeel that way ubout It lie shocked beShe wouldn't stop to hear Hose's
cause I hadn't pretended not to care protest.
gests that It's aliout time Itoilney looked around for u wife. lie culls on Miss Stanton, and what occurs at the
"I know It couldn't," she
for him, and been shy und coy1' in went on. "That's what I say. And
meeting Is described in this Installment.
spite of herself, her voice got an edge yet there's more than a little truth In
of humor in It "und a startled fawn, it, I suppose. Oh, I don't mean I'm
you know, running nwuy, but Just not sorry you're going to be happy I beund he might remember suddenly uud her mother came In und,
CHAPTER III. Continued.
presently, Por3
stop.
tia. She Introduced him to them, and fast enough so thut he wouldn't come, lieve you are, you know. I'm Just a
In the deeper sense and she was then dropped out of the conversation running after und think he'd mnde a little sorry for myself. Here I stay,
"Oh," she said, "mother's written
RECENTLY PATENTED OILLESS TIRE PUMP.
two or three bonks, anil lots of maga- breathlessly conscious of this, too
altogether. As if it were a long way wonderful conquest by catching me ut grinding along, wondering whut It's all
zine articles, about women women's be hadn't forgotten she was there. off, slie heard him retailing lust night's last. Hut a man like Itodney Aldrlcb ubout und what after all's the use
The
of the compressed air aphragm principle to tire pumps
quality
wouldn't plead and protest, mother. . . . While you, you babyl are go
rights and suffrage, anil nil that. He was telling It all because she was adventure and expressing his regret
In a tire is of more importance than makes
possible a compression chamber
She's been well, sort of u leader ever Here because she wus herself and that he hadn't taken her to his sister He wouldn't want me unless I wanted ing to find out."
as dry as a bone. A diaphragm comPortia began unpacking her pillows. most people realize. The
since she graduated from college, nobody else. She knew though how, to he dried out, before lie sent her him just us much."
It wus u long time before her mother "Open my window, will you? There effect of oil or oily vapors on rubber, posed of a special rubber compound
back in Just think! 1S70, when most she couldn't have explained with home.
has been n dlfliculty hard to overcome which resists heat and will not crank
und when she did, she spoke Now, kiss me nud run along to
spoke,
that
Is
the
which
Intuitive
She
was
to
awure
have
used
accomplishments
certainly
thnt
a
I'ortln stole
girls
In the commonly constructed piston under 200
And
pounds' pressure at high
look
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my
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In
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forget
a
washing
certainty
'French, music,
puzzled, penetrating
pumps, as pistons and cylinders must speed, with a fabric of sea Island cotfrom
couldn't
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week In June. And the decision, In "freezing" of piston and cylinder by a pump of this type practical.
It wasn't until he
ble seriousness, and bis gravity match in the world.
The diaphragm Is backed by a metal
unequal beut expansion and too much
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Ml tiers when be replied: "I would
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was that it was to be as quiet
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as
like to meet her very much. Femin- stale's attorney's olllce, he told her, mid went with him Into the hall.
air into tbe tires.
Even when the when the stroke of the pump comes to
strictly a family uffuir as possible. amount is
ism's a subject I'm blankly ignorant he figured he had his training and was There, after he'd got into his overcoat
exactly right the heat of compression. The plunger reciprocates
and hooked his stick over his arm, he
Indeed, the notion of even n simple
ready to begin.
about."
compression tends to vaporize the oil by the ordinary crunk or eccentric ac"I made just one resolution when I held out his hand to her in formal
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"I don't believe." she said thoughtimpregnate the air that Is pumped tion. Inlet and outlet air valves are
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suspension
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rather
It,
flippant,
put upon
vulgar going on and being a lawyer and all
ing
ing back, making such a round each
viewpoint will be unsatisfactory.
should be cleaned and lubricated fre- time the car Is taken out
tone you're taking, pains me very thatr
And then he told her how the head
can
be
A
often
much."
squeak
quently.
of tbe firm, an old friend of his faWith the rapid Increase of automo"Oh, perhaps," said Portia, Indiffer
Blind Children Learn.
traced to the springs. When they be- biles In the rural districts, this
The girl flushed to the hair.
"I ently. "I wouldn't worry about that,
ther's, had culled him in and said the
plan
method
used
to
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Here
original
come
to
bound
are
wort he had done was very remark "What Is
rusty squeaks
didn't know I was being flippant and though.
ought to serve to keen the roads In
Because really, child, you teach a little blind child her alphabet,
StandIt's
Discipline?
Why,
oft
arise.
the
the
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weight
nble. hut, unfortunately, not profitable
better condition than ever before.
vulgar," she said. "I didn't mean to had no more chance of
up to that I hope may help other mothers
ing the Gaff."
Is an easy matter to Insert There Is no doubt
be. I was Just trying to tell you all he a lawyer and a leader growing
to the firm, the whole amount involved
that a persistent
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of
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a
the
between
paste
in the rase having been some twenty him clearly, but she saw his hands about It."
use of the drag will accomplish more
than I have of getting to be a
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handicap.
not
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and
only In the direction of good roads than
graphite
dollars. In other words, he was fired. clench and heard him draw a long
You've told me," said her mother. eneral."
from old felt pennants and paste on eliminate the squeak but also produce
almost anything else that can be done
He told her how he'd pot i with breath. Then he turned abruptly and "that Mr. Aldrich has asked you to
Rose stopped brushing ber hair and four pieces of cardboard.
Dividing
easier
riding qualities.
ma altruistic bunch
at present
tbe City Homes walked to tbe window and for a mor- marry him and thnt you've consented. demanded to be told why not She the
Into four parts prevent
alphabet
And from the way he tal, endless minute there was a silence. It seems to me you have done so had been
association.
getting on all right up to the child from trying to learn too many
Good
Batteries Needed.
Automobile on Runners.
told of his labors in drafting a new
He's told now, hadn't she?
Something happened during that hastily and thoughtlessly.
letters at once. When the alphabet Is
Present-daand elecGerman Inventors have brought ont
city ordinance, she felt that it must moment while he stood looking Into yon he loves you, I've no doubt, but
said Portia, mastered, tbe letters can then be made tric
think,"
"Why,
just
lighting systems require efficient an automobile which travels on three
have been one of the most fascinat- nor
eyes something mo- I don't see how It's possible for yon "what mother herself had gone through Into words and put on small card
batteries. For this reason the battery sets of movable runners Instead of
ing occupations Id the world, un- mentous critical which no previous to feel sure on such short
when she was your age: put herself boards. Tbe little one's touch soon should receive careful attention.
It wheels.
til he told her how It had drawn him experience In her life had prepared ber
through college because her father learns to distinguish between letters should be Inspected frequently, and
Into politics, and then bow after an for. And it had happened to him, too.
Why, of course he's told me," Rose didn't believe In 'higher education'
and It Is Interesting to note how soon the plates of tbe cells kept covered
election a new state's attorney had of- His silhouette as be stood there with said a little bewildered. "He can't practically
Replace Broken Windows.
disowned her.
She'd it grasps both letters and words.
with electrolyte. A little distilled
Automobile windows that can be alfered him a position on his staff of his hands clenched, between her and help telling me all the time, any more taught six months in that awful school
water added at frequent Intervals may most Instantly replaced when broken
the window, showed her that.
than I can help telling him. We're
sjadstflots.
remember? She was used to being
Warned.
obviate the necessity of a new battery. have been patented.
In a sense, of course. It was true
What underlay her quiet was won
rather mad about each other, really. abused and ridiculed. And she was
"Robert," said his teacher, sternly,
that he had. as Frederics would have der and fear, and more deeply still, a I think be s the most wonderful per working hard enough to have killed "yon are Incorrigible. I shall certainly
Moving Car Sideways.
sort of cosmic contentment the acqui son In the world, and" she smiled a a cameL But you! . . . Why, have to ask your father to come and
Baggage Carrier.
pat H. forsntten she was there.
Jack np one whet-- as high as yon
recently patented baggage carrier
The irhi knew be had forgotten, and escence of a swimmer In the still, ir- little uncertainly "he thinks I am. lamb, yon never really had to do any see me." "Better, not do that, teach
can
car
and
the
the
over,
poll
allowing
(or automobiles la Intended to be fastBut we've tried to be sensible about thing In your life. If yon felt like er," responded the doctor's son; "pop
ber only discomfort came from tbe resistible current of a mighty river.
tack to fall toward yoa.
ened over the hood of car.
e stiell might be bryken
It was distinctly a relief to ber when It, and think It out reasonably. He It all right and equally all right U charges two dollars a visit"
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WALL STREET RUMOR SPEEDY
It Is a Peculiar Institution, Coming
From Nowhere and Dying Unwept
' and Unattended.

Kin Hubbard Essays
MISS FAWN LIPPINCUT

TH' INDUSTRY

ON

0'

KNOCKING
Hiss Fawn Llpplncut caused quite
flutter In th' ranks o' th' Colonial
Bridge club ylsterday by openly declar-In- ',
In an Impromptu address, that card
clubs wuz nothln' more ner less than
clearin' houses fer knockers.
Beglnnln' her remarks she said:
Tiler's one great and growln' Industry
In this country employin' hundreds o'
thousands o' people In ever' city, nook
an' hamlet that's not losln' any sleep
on account o' th' Institution o' regional
banks under federal control, an' that's
th' business o KNOCKIN'.
"Tiler's alius been a little knockln'
going on here an' there since th' beglnnln' o' time, but It has operated
under th' sobriquet o' backbltin' an'
wuz widely scattered. Hut somehow
It got In with th' vanguard o' our coun- try's progress an' advancement an'

a

most reluctant t' take It up. However,
th' fact remains that t'duy knockln' is
th' principal industry wherever th'
American flag cracks in th' breezes.
"Some folks knock openly while others use a long, tortuous roundabout
route. Lots o' knocks are spoken In a
Jest, while many n boost '11 carry a
knock fer a rider. Th' one thing above
all others, t' my mind, thut hus furnished more real practice fer th' anvil
chorus is th' automobile. What a relief It must be fer a poor auto owner
t' git away from his neighbors an' spin
along th' quiet country lanes an' be
look straight Inf th' face o'
able
sniilln' cows an friendly woodpeckers.
"If knockers don't know anything
mean about somebuddy they'll chunge
Ambitious wives with
th' subject.
uneventful husbands wake th' worst

f

It Is a peculiar Institution, Is a Wall
street rumor, and wonderfully constituted. It has size, width, breadth.

Probably Its most notable characteristic Is Its tremendous speed and the
rapidity and surefootedness with which
It hops from crag to crag and from
precipice to precipice. Where Its home
nest is located no one knows, although
rumor fuctorles are popularly reported
to be situated on every street In the
financial district.
It Is a bird of various manifestations. Sometimes it Is large and Important In bearing, strolling about with
stately stride. Sometimes It crawls,
sometimes it hops and at times it
climbs.
Generally a rumor Is first noticed
entering the financial district from the
uptown side of the street. It Is very
Infrequent, Indeed, that rumors swim
In from the downtown side, although
such cases are on the books. As It
advances up street after street rumor
grows In size, und Its swelling Increases perceptibly as It durts Into one
street and out of another, from one
office to another. Into the curb market and out again, over to the Stock
exchange and out again, using the
telephone lines, telegraph lines, messenger boys ond word of mouth to
ear in getting about.
In the meanwhile It has gathered
d
size, strength and generally a
group of eager followers. Some
people take up mighty easily with
rumors and it's a poor one thut cannot draw a few satellites.
Then something generally happens
which puts rumor to the bad. Sometimes it encounters a government official or on officer of n company whose
clonk It hus borrowed for the occusion
or a newspaper reiiorter or some other
person authorized to poke into its
vituls and see what makes the thing
run.
Then rumor commences to shrivel.
It grows smaller and smaller and
smaller. Like Eugene Field's "Squlg'em
Squees" It fairly "swallers Itself."
Klght then and there it has no friends.
They quit it cold on the first signs of
illness.. Its death Is always unattended and no one sheds a tear over its departure.
good-size-

Th'

One Thing Above All Others, tf My Mind, That Has Furnished Most Real
Practice for th' Anvil Chorus Is th' Automobile. What a Relief It Must
Be fer a Poor Auto Owner f Git Away From His Neighbors an' Spin
Along th' Country Lanes an' Be Able t Look Straight Inf th' Faces o

Smilln' Cows an' Friendly Woodpeokers."
t'day It is regarded as a matter o' knockers, unless It's 'a bookkeeper
Even at a
course, Jlst th' same as th' cotton gin, with twelve children.
th' typesetttn' machine an' th' straight weddin' knockers are ambushed befront corset. It Is one o' our estab- hind banks o' sweet smellln' blooms,
lished customs. It seems t' be Impos- er tall, stately palms, waitin' fer a
sible'
make th' most commonplace burst o' laughter er th' low mum-blitones o' th' organ that they may
a knock.
remark without leadin' up
As late as 1908 th' more charitably In- put over a well aimed knock without
clined attributed th' habit o' knockln' beln' heard.
t' a condition o' th' liver, while still "My friends, even In th' death chamothers were inclined t' think It wuz ber o' th' stricken home th' knocker
solonly a natural an' transitory result o' appears an' snoops around with a
th' seemln' unequal distribution o' emn face an' stands with bared head
wealth. However, ther kin be no doubt under a pear tree In th' dooryard an'
that th' high cost o' llvla' has done remarks t' his nearest neighbor, 'He
much t' stimulate knockln' In those might have looked that way all bis life
etratas o' society that at first seemed If he'd taken a bath.' "

f
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THE MARRIAGE OF LINNET SPRY AN'
WINSOR KALE
a frame up by a set ring on a middle finger.
Th' culmination
Th' solemn words that merged th'
Dan Cupid that begun In front o' th'
happy couple were pronounced by Bev.
billiard annex o' th' New Palace hut-twuz solemnized at th' town house o' Wanzer Meadows, an' at th' close o' th'
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Spry last evenln' ceremony th young .clergyman said,
when ther daughter, Miss Linnet, wuz addressin' the freshly made man and
Joined In holy wedlock t' Mr. Wlnsor wife In tones full o' emotion an' scarceKale, Eclipse Barber's college, 1913. ly audible: "You are now settin' forth
pounds on th' Journey o' life. Tour trunks
Th' groom gave away thirty-fiv- e
an' came nil th' way from Tell City fer are pocked an' at th' depot o' a new
Your tickets are stamped
beglnnln.
th' match.
Th' bride is endowed with all th an you have th' privilege o' many stopaccomplishments which a brace o fond overs this side o' your destination,
parents kin shower on a only daughter. Eternity. Many tips will be required
As Miss Linnet Spry she wuz th' life o' you as you whiz thro' th' peaceful
an' central figure o' her set. A gracious valleys an' o'er th' mountain precihostess, a Jeller an' Jaiamer o unusual pices o' this mundane sphere. You are
merit, excellin' with th' needle, a wiz- ticketed thro' t' a ripe ole age. Let
ard at croquet, a duuntless motor- us hope that no drowsy train disincyclist, a knockless club woman an' patcher o' fate will slumber at his
a ortless charmer In any settin. With strument, that th' switchman o' your
all th' advantages o' a meager educa- careers will be ever at his post that
tion an' two terms In th' tinware an' your Journey may not be Imperiled.
-

Pater and the Doctors.
The New York family physician was
visiting the house where the kids have
the measles.
"Has Doctor Brown been here to
look at their" ears?" he asked.
"He has," suld the head of the family.
"Has Doctor Jones examined them
for kidney trouble?"
"Yep. He was here this morning."
"And has Doctor Smith been up to
look at their eyes?"
"Yes. Doctor Smith was here, too."
"Everything all right?"
"They all said everything was all
right"

"Good. The
well, Indeed."

patients are doing very

"Glad to hear it. Doc. And say, Doc,
I wont to thank you."
"What for?"
"For not pullin' a right-eyspecialist
ond a
specialist on me at fifteen a throw. You had a perfectly
good chance." New York correspondence Cincinnati Times-Star- .
e
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To remain in nature always sweet
and simple and humble and therefore
strong; to love and to hold due reverence for all people and all things, but
to stand in awe or fear of nothing
save our own wrongdoing. Creed of
the Open Road.
SAVORY

DISHES FROM ITALY.

Our simple manner of cooking macaroni, one of the commonest of Italian
dishes, is not a
simple dish when
prepared by tlieui.
Macaroni a la
Rlstori.
Wipe a
pound of leun beef,
add a fourth of a
pound of raw ham
cut In dice, and a
large onion sliced,
wash and remove the stems from u
pound of tomatoes cut in small pieces;
place uli together In u large saucepan with two tublespoonfuls of olive
oil, a sprig of parsley and a bay leuf ;
simmer gently for two hours, then add
one pint of boiling witter and continue
to cook until the sauce becomes reduced and thickened into u mass in
which the different Ingredients are
well blended. Cook tile macaroni until tender, drain anil place a layer In
n serving dish, sprinkle generously
with I'nrniesiin cheese and cover with
the meat snuce. Repent until the dish
Is filled. Cover closely and let stnnd
In the oven for five minutes until well
blended.
Chicken Livers With Mushrooms.
Cook the livers (six of them) with the
sutne number of coarsely chopped
mushrooms In a cupful of stock for
a half hour; cool and drnln. Prepare
a butter with two tublespoonfuls of
flour, a little milk, and suit and pepper
to taste, and one beaten egg. Add the
livers and mushrooms and drop by
spoonfuls In a little hot fat In n frying pun. Cook until a golden brown
on each side and drain thoroughly before serving.
Chestnut Creams. Roll, shell and
skin a pound of large chestnuts. Pass
them through a sieve, add the Juice of
two oranges, sugar to taste, and ndd a
half pint of heavy cream, whipped.
Serve In sherbet cups garnished with
whole chestnuts and n cherry or a
small cube of Jelly of bright color.
Cooked chestnuts and orange rind
cooked In a sirup, using only the yellow of the rind, then served with hits
of fresh ornnge and mayonnaise on
water cress or head lettuce makes a
most delightful snlad, which we can
appreciate on this side of the water.

I

We may be wtse or rich or great,
But never can be blest.
Burns.

CHICKEN FOR TWO.
In a family of two, poultry Is not
as often used as desired because It is
too much meat to be
cooked at once. In some
markets a half n chicken
limy be purchased but
even when this is not possible a fowl may lie
spread over several days
wlihout becoming monotonous. For one meal the
drumsticks may be
cooked, these from a six
to eight pound fowl will
furnish sufficient meat to satisfy any
appetite. After stewing them in n little boiling water to keep in all the
Juices and flavors, brown them In a
little butter and serve with drawn
butter sauce and baked potatoes. The
wings and neck tuny be stewed and
prepared In the form of a small chick
en pie with the giblets made Into n
rich sauce to serve with it. Now the
breast tniiy be cooked, served In u
white sauce ns crenni chicken or thinly sliced and used for sandwich filling or coiuljneil wilh celery and
with boUcil dressing making u
most delicious snlad. The second Joints
may be cooked and browned us were
the drumsticks or they may be cooked
to make a tine broth, removing lie
bones nnd add vegetables and cook in
a casserole, adding rice or niucaroni.
Chicken Jelly. Take one chicken
lirenst, n pint of stock in which the
chicken was cooked, and a package
of gelatin. Dissolve the gelatin, add
onion juice, celery salt or various seasonings, add the breast and mix all together. Pour In a mold und when hardened serve as a snind with dressing.
After all the chicken has been consumed but the hones, they too, may be
stewed after crocking them. Cover
them with cold wnter, odd a slice of
onion and cook until all the flavor has
been extracted.
Strain, add a little
cooked rice or barley, one or two beaten eggs, and some hot milk or thin
cream with plenty of seasonings nnd
you have a most delicious cream of
chicken soup.
The thrifty housewife In these days,
scalds the feet and skins them when
(hey are cooked In the broth after all
ire well trimmed. They contain quite
t little gelatin and add to the flavor
of the soup.
For an Invalid's meal a bit of broiled
chicken breast served on toast Is a
must dainty meal. It may be broiled
In a bit of buttered letter paper,
Trapped firmly, and pinned together,
thus saving all the fine flavor. The
ui-p-

English Oil Wells.
"A true oilfield exists in England."
of the Insays William Forbes-Lesli- e
stitute of I'etroleumn Technologists.
"As the Norfolk deposits of
containing free oil are of grout extent.
Involving hundreds or thousands of
millions of tons, each ton of which may
contain an average of thirty to forty
gallons of oil, and 75 per cent of It in
From th' Phonograph, Completely Hidden by Shower After Shower o' Wild
the form of free oil, some Idea can be
Cucumber Blossoms, Came th' Soft Notes o' "Come, Birdie, Come an' Live
gained of the enormous bulk of petroWith Me," as th' Bride, on th' Arm o Her Father, Entered From th'
leum which hns already been absorbed
Kitchen.
Into these beds."
describes the NorMr. Forbes-Leslimousetrap department o' a Vlncennes Stick close t'gether on th' crowded folk oil source as "practically Inexline
trunk
racket store, th' bride enters upon her platforms rlong life's great
haustible." No country, he snld, had
duties as a home maker with a wide an' be ever mindful o' th' spreadin'
been so generally bored for oil as
knowledge o' th' world an' fully armed rails o' Jealousy. Let us hope that th'
sandwiches you pluck along this life's Britain, and yet no country had been
t combat th' complex problems an' reth' great steel path will be ever filled with less tested at depth.
sponsibilities that too often fall
th' sweet meat o' love an' happiness.
lot o' th' weaker sex.
Evolution of Paper.
May th' wife be patient when th'
Aside from th bride's aunt, o'
The earliest' substitute for our modther wus no guests from afar drlvln' rods o' fate refuse t' work an'
was clay tablets; the next
an only those directly Involved wit- want waves from th' barren wastes ern paper
use by the Egyptnessed th weddtn'. From th phono- along life's right o' way. An' may th' stage came with the
ians of the layers forming the stem of
shower
when
walk
husband
th'
hidden
wife,
away
by
completely
graph,
leaves. Later skins of
after shower o1 wild cucumber blos- nervous an' Irritable from th' annoy- the papyrus
were used. Linen and cotton
soms, came th soft notes o' "Come, ances o' travel, relieves her weacy animals
were not nsed for the manufacBirdie, Come an' Live With Me," as th mind by naggln. In th' great dinln' rags of
ture
we
paper until the eighth century.
must
entered
car
o
all
her
arm
accept
o'
things
on
earthly
father,
th'
bride,
of the thirteenth century
from th' kitchen under a arch o th' bitter with th' sweet th' olive In the last
was manufactured In Italy from
raiment
paper
with
th
in
radiant
cherry."
filmy
striped grass
Th' worthy young couple left after rags and flax. The first machine for
o spotless white. Th groom appeared
o
bowl
th'
a
ceremony an' '11 proceed by easy manufacturing paper In bulk was set
behind
goldfish
from
large
o'
th' annt o' th' bride at Lynn, up early In the nineteenth century In
In
wealth
a
Imbedded
stages
deeply
dressed In black diagonal an' Indlanny, an' other eastern relatives. England. During the latter part of the
other than woven
looked ever Inch a man except he wore (Copyright, Adams Newspaper Service.) century raw material
stuffs began to be used. Of late years
wood pulp has been nsed In large
of pine and aspen. Slowly he shook amounts for paper making.
Having Eyes, Hs Saw Not.
One day last summer a tourist drove bis head.
"I guess you must have been misinHad Them Trained.
hurriedly op to the home of Enos A. formed."
Youth's Companion.
of
When a negro was arrested In St
foot
the
Longs
peak,
Mills at
Paul with a hen under each arm, two
leaped out and approached the naturalOne Way.
persons claimed the booty. A police
ist, "Mr. Mills," he said brusquely, "I
"Do you suppose It Is possible for a sergeant said the ne who could prove
have been told that there Is One scenchickens ; so
ery In Estes park. I want to get you person to get away from this Hawaiian ownership could have the
music that Is now heard everywhere T" one of the claimants sat quietly In a
to show me tome of It"
"Oh, yes. If you know how to oper- chair and called, "Come, Snooks," A
The naturalist's eyes turned toward
on his knee.
sweep of snowy mountains ate an airplane, all you have to do II white hen flopped up
the
red hen perched
that cut the bine sky, then swept the to ascend about 10,000 feet In the alr "Now, Becky," and the"Take
'em," said
ukulele can on the other knee.
valley below and rested on noble crags At that height the loudest
r '
the sergeant; "they're your'n." ,
jid streams 'bat wound among groves not be heard."
e
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small fillets are more tender than the
larger ones and two may be served
If one does not seem sufficient.

libmeri Will
-

silk crepe, a pongee shopplng tour. There, are hats of the
or any of the new airiest braids and tulle anil hats of
or "khnkl-kool- "
heavy- - weaves In silk, will make an fabrics more substantial, along wttb
afternoon gown like that shown In the heavier braids and bodies thut we have
SEASONABLE SALADS.
picture, that could not be excelled for known for many years. One of these
simple elegance or refinement. The appears In the nillan, with round
Mix cream cheese with finely trend of fushlon toward the straight crown und flat brim, prettily trimmed
chopped peunuts and a little cream, silhouette hus pluced the seal of ap- with a cluster of strawberries at each
mold in small bulls and proval on plain straight hanging skirts, side and u flat bow of narrow ribboo
dust until red, with pa- and on long bodices without definition applied to the crown at the front
ore very fine this year and do not
prika, pliice three on let- at the waistline.
tuce leaves nnd garnish
Beautiful accuracy In the plnlts seem heavy even by comparison with
with slices of ruillsli or and in every other detail of the mak- huts of luce braid.
have them cut in the
form of tulips. Serve
Willi any salad dressing
desl red.
Cauliflower
Salad.
Trim the stalk and outside leaves of u fresh
cauliflower und souk In salted water
for
minutes. Then wusli carefully
and cook In suited water until tender.
Ilemove from the fire and when cold
curefully remove the center and fill
the space with cooked peas drained
and seasoned. Pour French dressing
over uli, garnish with lettuce leuves
nnd serve cold.
Lemon Jelly and Cabbage Salad.
Take a package of lemon jelly, add
two rupfuls of chopped or shredded
cabbage, a little shredded onion, two
green peppers nnd one red one, mix
well and mold. Serve with mayonnaise
on lettuce.
Apple Salad. Arrange diced pineapple on lettuce leaves nnd in the center put a few shrimps, around tills put
a circle of chopped npple and celery
and garnish with mayonnaise made
pink with paprika.
Tomato and Cucumber Salad. While
these vegetables are still expensive,
two or three tomatoes with one cucumber will serve several people if carefully cut. A firm, ripe tomato,
if small, may be cut In halves,
thus serving two, or. If large,
cut In slices for three or four.
Arrange these pieces of tomato on head
lettuce and heap on euch slice a spoonful of finely diced cucumber mixed
with finely minced southern onion,
then serve with either French or mayonnaise dressing.
A few dates and raisins added to
AFTERNOON FROCK FOR MIDSUMMER
Waldorf salad makes a change und Is
Is
of
this
One of the latter Is pictured with si
gown,
Ing
essential, as in all
liked. Take twice us much apples as
In this respect the wider brim than the mllnn model and
celery and a few nuts with a handful simple designs.
of dates nnd raisins, mix well nnd home dressmaker must be faithful to round crown. It Is bordered, on the
serve with French dressing on lettuce the model If she undertakes to copy It ; under brim, with n nurrow ribbon gathor In nests of wnter cress which Is but a light wool or heavy cotton fab- ered at the Inner edge and a ribbon is)
ric may be used instead of silk, with introduced into the crown ln tile same
especlnlly good at this season.
good success. Smnll shepherd check. way. A cluster of small roses Is posed
red
Polnsettia Salad. Smnll, bright,
In blnck nnd
decorated with at the front. This is a favorite trimtomatoes may be cut In sections like black soutache white,
braid will convert the ming for both black and white hair
n flower, either six or eight peluls, ond
e
model Into a perfect
street braid huts.
the center filled with n yellow dress- dress.
The third hat Is an unusual model of
ing, served on lettuce or wnter cress,
As pictured the dress Is mode of a
purple georgette crepe and slpper
It makes a most attractive snlud.
silk
heavy
crepe and fastens nt the straw in the sume color. The upper
front with white buttons, set close to- and under brim are of crepe with
a
There Is not a creature from England's
gether, and loops of silk cord. Down scalloped border of the struw. The"
king
euch
side of the bodice at the back top crown and part of the side crown
To the pensnnt that delves the soil,
and front a border design in soutache ore covered with crepe, also with a
That knows half the pleasures the
seasons bring.
braid provides a decoration In perfect wide bund of straw
covering that porIf he have not his share of toll.
harmony with the dress. The design tion of the crown which appears below
Is widened at the shoulders to extend the wreath of violets and small roses
.
WHEN FRIENDS DROP IN TO TEA. to the arm's-eye- .
The sleeves nre long encircling It. The flowers nre in their
n
nnd without culTs, but the braided
natural colors und they nre lacquered;
The housewife who keeps a few
appears nt the wrist nnd three by a process which stiffens nnd bright-- :
things on her emergency shelf for buttons, matching those that fasten the ens them so that they will hold their,
the unexpected Is dress, nre set close together here. A owu in the summer sun.
never n flurried, narrow, flat sash of the material Is
hurried and anx- finished nt the end with a hit of handious hostess.
If some fringe. It Is tacked to the dress
she Is a woman and looped over at the front. The
who lives In a neck Is managed with the same resmall town, next serve that characterizes the entire deUse for Discarded Waists.
door to a grocery, sign, having a narrow
A most satisfactory way of using up
It Is not so vital opening, small revers, and cupe collar
till disenrded shirtwaists which butthat she keep sup- at the buck.
luurels ton in the hack, und after they are
Hosting upon
plied, nnd yet even she may be surprised when the store Is closed and those who think up, or dream out or worn out under the sleeves. Is to make
there Is no place to get u hurried sup- discover our millinery for us, might them Into children's dresses. Leave-thbucks as they ure, start from waist- ply. There are any number of things leave us to choose midsummer lints
ihut the forehanded woman does on
days that are rainy and tilings are
nt a otandstill la various ways.
She
uuiy prepare pastry nil ready for the
adding of the water, put It In u glass
jar nnd keep It in n cool place, when
n pie can lie quickly prepared.
Keep
on this emergency shelf it Jar ol
bread crumbs, some finely flavored
cheese, grated, several .cans of soup,
a box of sardines, and salted codfish,
as well ns cans of salmon and tuna
fish, a bottle of olives, a box of salted
crackers, n few fruit cookies nnd
a can of cream. Jars of bacon nnd dried beef and other dainties
which may appeal to the taste. Those
will nil keep, except perhaps the
crumbs and cheese. A can of boiled
salad dressing is always n help in time
of need; homemade pickles, catsup,
preserves and jellies are always In order, with a few nuts ready to use, the
dishes one nmy prepare will be many,
and the care Is all over when the shelf
Is well supplied. It should be a rule
never to use one of these things without replacing It nt the earliest opisir-tunitAnother fine arrangement for
the hostess who Is apt to be disturbed
at a sudden onslnught of company, Is
to have a carefully prepnred menu (or
THE STORY OF SUMMER HATS.
three or four) with all the necessary
caredishes
for
the
preparing
recipes
from among the styles already presentline, cutting upward, leaving two
fully written out on the sheet and ed. For by the time Easter arrives
Inches for the shoulder of the dress.
a
will
to
tell
how
wh?re
hung
glnnce
they have attended to all needs, not Cut the bottom part of the sleeve and
Your
meal
about
the
go
preparation.
neglecting those of June brides and use for the child's dress; cut the colmay be partly prepared whei the bridesmaids and tourists and sports lar off and trim as preferred. For a
a
hut
with
at
glance
guests arrive,
women and people who are devoted to small child they will be long enough)
your menu lists you will be utile to tailored things. The story of summer to even off the bottom and hem upy
to
or
add
your hats Is told and it never was more in- while for a larger child a flounce of
something
supplement
meal which will make It more suit- teresting or better.
hamburg or lace can be used! They
able.
The group of hats shown here gives are very easily and quickly made, as
fln Inkling of the variety of choice I have made them, and find them very
which promises a. happy ending to the satisfactory, writes a mother.
An
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It's no in books, It's no In lenr
To make men truly blest;
If happiness lias not lier Beat
And center In the breast.

e

Making Snake Antidote.
India's annual loss of over 20,000
lives from snuke bite has forced the
production of nil antidote serum. The
I'arel luboratory, Bombay, keeps a
supply of cobrus from which venom
The
is extracted every ten days.
snakes are forcibly fed with egg flip
through a tube.
The venom Is dried over lime and
then dissolved in a salt solution. Increasing doses are Injected In a horse
until at the end of two years the animal can stand a dose 200 times the
origlnul one and Is quite Immune
from the cobra poison.
The serum from the blood of tills
particular horse is nn antidote and Is
absolutely effective If Injected in time.
Many lives have been saved by its use.
However, euch bite requires an antidote mnde from the venom of the some
sort of snuke thut Inflicted the bite.
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Electrocution Thought Painful.
Considerable sentiment against the
use of electricity as a means of putting
unwanted animals out of the way is
growing up among members of humane
societies In various parts of the country. The popular belief now is that
animals when electrocuted suffer Intense agony. Members of the Humane
Society of Kansas City, Mo, have been
conducting a wide Intelligence campaign In which opinions of persons
electricity and experienced
lu bundling It were obtained. These

put-ter-

well-earne- d
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Decorative Veils.
Over hats that show little or no
trimming, decorative veils are draped.
Circular veils are much used for this
purpose. The braided portion of each
veil Is worn around the crown of a
hat so that the face has a fine, dainty
Only One Old Jewish Fast
One fast only was appointed by the mesh falling over It
old Jewish law, that on the day of
An Over Crown of Hair Lace.
No other periodical fast
Atonement
Hair lace Is nsed on a large leghorn
Is mentioned in the Old Testament except In Zecharian 7 :l-- and 8 :19. The floppy shape that has the crown enHeld
numberof annual fasts In the present tirely covered In
Over the entire hat Is a
Jewish calendar have been multiplied tov-- r
to 28.
people firmly believe that electricity
inflicts pain, it Is said, and the strongly advocate the adoption of some milder way of putting animals to death.

bright-colore-
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plateau of sea blue hnlr lace that
puffs prettily over the flower crows
and Is caught in at the crown base,
by a band of blue cartridge ribbon
with a bow at the front
The Zouave Jacket Returns.
Zouave Jacket effects In tricot are oo
chemise frocks of satin, and narrow
natural pongee embroidered sashes are
nsed on the navy Mae frock witb
Chinese flat fringed ornament at tar
. .
ends.
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Bride

Party.

The Woman's Union of the PresMrs. Melvin T. DvnUry eater
byterian church were entertained tained several ladies at bridge party
Friday afternoon by Mrs. Henry Thursday afternoon.
Dendahl.
The Missionary departMrs. G. A. Rothgeb, of Las Vegas
ment had charge of the afternoon
has arrived and will reside in Santa
program.
Fe. Mrs. Rothgeb
and daughter
Miss Blanch Rothgeb have leased
Monday Bridge Club.
The members of the Monday bridge the residence of Ex. Governor M.
Club met with Mrs. Anna Townsend A. Otero.
at her home on De Vargas street.
Mrs. Edgar L. Hewitt returned
the latter part of last week from
Saturday Bridga Club.
Mrs. A. B. Renehan will entertain a winters' sojourn in San Diego,
the members of the Saturday bridge California.
club this week.
Mrs. Carl Bishop has returned home
from San Diego, California, where
Mrs. Fred McBride has returned she
spent the past winter.
froia very pkf sant two weeks
visit with her brother Mr. Roy
Mrs. L. F. Jones has returned from
Crighton and family in San Diego, Red Oak, Iowa, where she spent
tne winter montns.

William J. Bryan comei to
111
with a patriotic message,
the President and the Government in every detail. He is distinctly and absolutely behind President Wilson in the plans for war.
lie brines a mess a ire from the Gov- Glen-R.
G.
Miss
Howard, of Albuquerque 'eminent as to what each individual
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